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The Batchbook Team

From Editor ’s Desk

Sixteen long months of academy life comes to an end. It 

has been a memorable period for each one of us. 

Probationers from diverse background representing 

different parts of country represented a mini India at IGNFA. 

Training module has given us a diverse experience ranging from academic to 

domestic and overseas exposures. Starting from morning PT classes and 

ending with Games each one of us learnt mutual cooperation, better 

management skills, interpersonal development with healthy body and mind. 

Celebration of festivals like Holi, Onam and Ganesh Chaturthi etc. set a 

unique example of cultural intermingling. Similary cultural performances like 

Shitotsav, Vashantotsav etc. brought out hidden artistic talent. Living in tents 

between serenity of nature during Introductory tour, Mensuration Exercise 

and Working plan made us realise how vital is duty of foresters in enhancing  

aesthetic happiness public at large.

Tours are the most exciting times of training where each one of us not just 

understood best practices but also got acquainted with socio-cultural milieu 

of the country which will help a lot in shaping better administrators. Such 

exhaustive criss crossing of the country passing through almost every state 

of the country, starting with West India Tour, Hill Tour ,South and Central India 

tour, East India tour and finally ending with Overseas attachment has 

definitely made us more knowledgeable and balanced. With diverse 

attachments and interactions with dignitaries from across the globe has 

broadened the horizon of ideas and a sense of confidence has inculcated in 

fellow officers. Government reposes greater trust in us and we hope to 

significantly contribute in enhancing happiness of masses and glory of 

nation.

This batch book “�ृित” glances over these beautiful memoirs and captures 

some of the best moments spent at IGNFA. We thank Director Dr Sashi 

Kumar, Course Director Dr P Viswakannan and all faculty members who 

guided us and made our journey a memorable one. Each one of us hopes this 

unique bondage further cherishes. Special thanks to team members in 

conceptualizing and contributing in compiling the batchbook. Finally I thank 

batch of 2016 for their cooperation and support towards “�ृित”.

                                                                                  - Vijay Shankar Pandey

Literary Secretary

I am glad to know that the IFS Officers of 2016-18 Course are coming up 

with a batch book to place their sweet memories of the course in black 

and white. I am sure this treatise will be a reference point for the 

anecdotes for the times to come for all of us including faculty.

This is the batch I had full time interaction starting from inaugural of the 

course till its completion and want to place it on record that the batch in 

full of talent, zeal and enthusiasm whether indoor or outdoor.

I congratulate the entire team involved in this endeavor and wish all the 

best to whole of the batch in their respective cadres. I am sure you all 

shall excel in your respective fields of posting and create a niche for 

yourself bringing a good name to the service by serving the nation for its 

posterity and prosperity.
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I deem it a great honor and privilege for having closely associated with IFS 

2016 batch during its entire successful journey in this Academy.

It 's worth  mentioning that the batch has the unique distinction of joining  a 

prestigious  service, on its 50th  glorious year , since its inception as an All 

India Service in 1966.

I'm thoroughly impressed by the exemplary sincerity, commitment and talent  

seen in every Probationer,  in every facet of this training, be it  classrooms,  

outdoors or  extracurricular.

I'm also of very confident  that the every officer of this batch will be successful  

in setting  very high standards of professionalism by being an efficient forest 

administrator,  effective public servant, dynamic  officer  and above all a 

good human being.  My best wishes to all the officers of this batch for a 

successful and satisfying- professional and personal life.

I am happy to note that his Batch Book- “�ृित”  has come up very well.  My 

best compliments to  the entire team for an excellent job.

Dr. P. Viswakannan
Course Director 
2016 Batch
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Dr. Viswakannan

Dr. Senthil Kumar 

Our Faculty 

Dr. Shashi Kumar
Director, IGNFA

Shri Ganga Singh 
Additional Director, IGNFA

One advise that we shall always remember in our career is punctuality 

and the importance of time. He is “man on time”.

A man of few words and deep thoughts.

Dr. Praveen Jha

Shri Uttam Kumar Sharma

Technology professor of  the academy. Always smiling and fun loving. We 

thoroughly enjoyed GIS classes which he took. His  boldness reflects in 

breaking conventional old designs and bringing fresh innovations being it 

teaching style or management 

You made Biometry, Forest Mensuration and Working plan as simple 

as 1+1 for us. He upholds the pride of being a forester and also instills 

on us the pride and respect of being a forester.

We had the opportunity of attending his Ecology classes. His in depth 

understanding and up to date knowledge showed us that “Learning is 

Forever”. You were the first to treat us and expect us to be officers. He 

always expects only the best from us and also brings out the best from each 

and everyone in our batch.

Though very new addition to IGNFA faculty, her no nonsense 

personality in exam and jovial nature during interactions will add 

new dimension to  training of fellow juniors 

Ms. Nidhi Srivastava

The first person on our call lists when we need help and advise from the field. 

An expert on office procedures and nuances of government service. We always 

remember your most famous words “This academy is for you and you only”. 

Your energetic smile and positive encouragement to us during the entire course 

of the training really made life enjoyable at academy.

Very sporty and  action oriented person who delivers and  rises on 

the occasions. We will  miss his regular  reminders and 

philosophical guidance. Thank you for  being our Course  Director.

A true senior for all probationers.  We will remember the photography 

lessons and snippets we learnt from you sir. A man who believes field 

work is the best form of education. You have given us the belief “if we put 

ur mind to it anything is possible in the field”

The true standard for a forest officer is his/her fitness. Anandh sir is an epitome 

of fitness and infinite energy. We will always fondly remember the morning 

Runs and practical aspects of people based forestry we learnt from you sir. We 

will also strive to be as fit as you when we go to our respective cadres.

An ardent sportsman, a person who can lead both inside the field 

and outside very efficiently. Extremely logical when it comes to 

working plan and forest management. 

Dr. B. Balaji 

Dr. S.P. Anandh Kumar

Dr. Sasikumar

Sh. K. Kannan
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Sixteen months back we all from different parts of the country came together with the intention to be new 

managers of our natural resources. We had very little idea about what we are going to do. Initially we got 

overwhelmed by the schedule of Physical Training, Subject Lectures and Games. We often thought scrapping 

some of the courses will not do harm to us. But then, we were too naïve to fully comprehend the raison d'être 

for this training program. 

We soon realized why our society keeps experience of senior generation at higher pedestal than exuberance 

of younger generation. Everyone learns this eventually, some learn it hard way, some learn it easy way. 

Thankfully we learnt this in rather easy way in the academy itself. Every part of this training program has 

been designed for keeping a particular purpose in mind. The training program is reflection of collective 

wisdom acquired through years of working in the field.

Subjects like Systematic Botany, Elementary Biology, Forest Ecology, and Non Timber Forest Produce are 

designed to acquaint us about the field in which we have to work. Knowing about these subjects will not be 

enough for us; we also needy to learn about how to manage them. Here comes the subjects like Forest 

Management, Soil Water and Land Management, Biodiversity Conservation and Wildlife Management, 

Forest and People, Forest Law and Policy etc.. These subjects provided us solid foundation over which we can 

build edifice of our professional life.

We often heard that, "If you can't measure it, you can't manage it."  As future forest managers we have to 

know how to measure the forest resources we are going to manage. We have been introduced to these 

measuring techniques through subjects like Forest Mensuration, Forest Biometry, Forest Statistics, Remote 

Sensing and GIS. The subjects teaching are reinforced with practical hands on experience through Wildlife 

Technique Tour, Forest Mensuration Exercise and Working Plan Exercise.

Forest is a living entity and it is imperative that one has to feel it to know it. To fulfill this requirement there is 

an elaborate program of various tours. If West India and Hill tour acquaint us with forest and wildlife then 

South-Central India tour, East India Tour and Foreign Exposure visit taught us about management of Forest 

and Wildlife.  Through ministerial and Parliamentary attachments we have had interaction with senior 

officers and people who matters at policy level. This helped in reducing the awe towards senior officers that 

existed among us.

The apex of our training program was Silivicultural Viva. This is designed to make us revisit and correct any 

loophole that still existed in our knowledge which we acquired in the academy. This was the last part of our 

training program. It is now the time for us to go in the field.

As much as I've looked forward to this day, I've always disliked endings. There is a universal truth we all have 

to face, whether we want it or not, everything eventually ends and so is our training period. Today we say 

goodbye to everything that was familiar, everything that was comfortable. But just because we're leaving 

that does not mean that we are cutting off from this academy. This academy has become part of all of us.  

Change is never easy, but it is inevitable and all we can do is to accept this change with all our humility. 

Whole future and responsibility lie ahead with us. The Journey has just begun. 

- Rajeev Ranjan

The Journey…..The Journey…..The Journey…..
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Cultural  CelebrationsCultural  CelebrationsCultural  Celebrations
Historically, mess came to refer to a group of people, usually 

four in number, who sat together at a meal and were served 

from the same dishes, which soon evolved into a name of any 

group that ate together. The IFS Officer trainees run their own 

mess with the elected Mess Secretaries from amongst the 

officers looking after the overall functioning of the mess and a 

Mess Duty Officer assigned daily from amongst the batch to 

look after the daily functioning of the mess. A team of 16 

dedicated staff, including cooks, saucier, butlers and cleaners, 

working around the clock, carries out the working of the mess. 

The mess also continues to operate on the outdoor exercises of 

the OTs like Introductory Tour, Working Plan and Forest 

Mensuration Exercise. The Mess is more of a traditional 

institution than a mere utilitarian one, for life long bonds of 

camaraderie are created when one breaks bread with the 

colleagues.

The Mess is not just limited to the probationers, but it also hosts 

all the dignitaries and senior officials for high tea or dinner 

whenever they visit the probationers.

Some traditions of the mess have been carried on since 

decades and officers from all the senior batches always 

reminisce the times they spent here during their period of 

probation.

Officer's Mess

7 8

- Akash Deep Badhawan
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Sports
Imagine a vast, open, field – a perfect carpet of grass so big, it holds a full-sized football pitch, while still 

leaving room for a hockey ground. A field which accommodates two volleyball courts at one corner and a 

basketball court at the other. A field with a full length running track, a cricket pitch, multiple tennis courts, 

a gymnasium, and a beautiful pavilion for fans and spectators. Now imagine all this at your very hostel 

door – the first sight that greets you in the as you come out of your room in morning. 

All this would have sounded fairly unbelievable for most of us probationers before we joined the academy, 

and yet, there it was – the first incredible sight we were treated to as we set foot in our hostel! It is this field 

– we were told by our faculty members – that we would miss the most when we left the academy. As we 

step out of our probation period, we realize how true this is. 

More than anything else, it is this field which has moulded us – physically as well as mentally. It is in this 

field that many of us rediscovered our childhood passions – football, cricket, hockey, tennis…you name it! 

It is this field which has helped us transform from somewhat chubby and generally lethargic bunch of 

studious characters to the fit, active and tough officers that the nation needs to manage its forest areas! It 

is this field, in which we held so many competitions and tournaments, which has given us the passion to 

compete and excel – to take both victories and defeats in our stride. It is this field, which has shown us the 

true value of believing in each other, bonding with each other – and to forever evolve, both as a team, as 

well as in our individual capacities.

11 12

- Sambuddha Majumder
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“It's not what you look at that matters, it's what you see.”, said Henry David Thoreau, the famous “It's not what you look at that matters, it's what you see.”, said Henry David Thoreau, the famous 

American naturalist-writer. And although he was talking in a more general sense when he wrote American naturalist-writer. And although he was talking in a more general sense when he wrote 

this, he might as well have been talking very specifically about the first tour in our curriculum – the this, he might as well have been talking very specifically about the first tour in our curriculum – the 

Introductory Tour.Introductory Tour.

Scheduled strategically, just before the beginning of our more extensive country-wide tours, the Scheduled strategically, just before the beginning of our more extensive country-wide tours, the 

Introductory Tour was all about moulding the way a young probationer sees a forest. Conducted in Introductory Tour was all about moulding the way a young probationer sees a forest. Conducted in 

the neighbourhood of Dehradun – in a beautiful Sal forest near the village of Timli – the tour the neighbourhood of Dehradun – in a beautiful Sal forest near the village of Timli – the tour 

involved a closeness with nature rarely experience by most of us before. Staying in tents for more involved a closeness with nature rarely experience by most of us before. Staying in tents for more 

than a week and guided by our faculty members, we learnt about the ground realities of many of the than a week and guided by our faculty members, we learnt about the ground realities of many of the 

things we had read so far only in books – handling of field equipment, how to track and identify wild things we had read so far only in books – handling of field equipment, how to track and identify wild 

animals, birds and trees and most importantly, becoming familiar with our forest-related animals, birds and trees and most importantly, becoming familiar with our forest-related 

infrastructure and field administration. infrastructure and field administration. 

While all of us had seen and appreciated the beauty of the forest before, this tour made us see the While all of us had seen and appreciated the beauty of the forest before, this tour made us see the 

hard work that goes on behind the scenes to maintain that splendour – guards on constant patrol on hard work that goes on behind the scenes to maintain that splendour – guards on constant patrol on 

beats of several kilometres, engaging with the local communities who depend on forest resources, beats of several kilometres, engaging with the local communities who depend on forest resources, 

preventing soil erosion through watershed structures, watchtowers to maintain vigil over forest preventing soil erosion through watershed structures, watchtowers to maintain vigil over forest 

fires and illegal felling of trees – and all this deep within the forest, on very tough terrain.fires and illegal felling of trees – and all this deep within the forest, on very tough terrain.

Of course, this tour was not all about learning the hardships of working in the forest. We also Of course, this tour was not all about learning the hardships of working in the forest. We also 

realized the major perks of working as a forest officer – long walks along beautiful forest streams, realized the major perks of working as a forest officer – long walks along beautiful forest streams, 

freshly cooked dinner around bonfires, playing volleyball in the fresh air of the forest, lively evening freshly cooked dinner around bonfires, playing volleyball in the fresh air of the forest, lively evening 
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First forestry tour of the batch showed us the diversity of beauty, from magnificence of Tajmahal to the 

grandeur of Rajasthan coupled with coastal beauty of Jamnagar and bumpy camel rides on deserts of 

Jaisalmer. The gigantic lion of Gir and roaring tigers of Ranthambore were as exciting as were the chirping 

birds of Bharatpur. This memorable tour brought us close enough to develop bonds for eternity. 

West India  Tour

19 20

- Chesta Singh 
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Wealth of a forest is measured by the health and size of the timber it yields. Each year, probationers from 

IGNFA visit the magnificent Deodar forests of Kanasar to learn the knowhow of measuring parameters of a 

tree. Probationers of 2016-18 batch left for the week long exercise on 14th May, 2017. After the treacherous 

journey past steep slopes and dangerous mountain roads, the sight of Kanasar base camp was a bliss. Seated 

amidst the mighty deodars, our tents were filled with wafts of deodar fragrance. The next two days were for 

intensive field observations and measurements. Watching the felling of mature Deodars and feeling the 

ground shake on their fall, proved the mightiness of nature and the awe it inspires. The next few days were for 

intensive battle with numbers and graphs. The probationers could be seen huddling together, discussing 

their calculations and some magnificent souls teaching the rest. Beyond these hectic works, we were kept on 

our feet, literally, when a sudden flash flood drowned many tents. The treks amidst the rain, the walks to the 

nearby village, the frequent game of cards, soccer or volleyball, the pristine night sky with nill light pollution 

made our hectic work schedule much more enjoyable and more importantly, memorable. With the final 

report submission and viva, we wound up the exercise, leaving Kanasar much happier and even so wiser.

Mensuration Mensuration 
Exercise Exercise 

Mensuration 
Exercise 
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The IFS probationers had their Hill Tour covering 5 states and 11 cities , within a short span of 22 days from 26 

May 2017 to 16 June 2017. The Hill tour was one of the most awaited tour, due to its unique landscapes, the 

iconic Himalayas, road trip across the highest passes of the world, the cold deserts. It was like a journey to the 

heaven, while escaping the summer heat of Dehradun. 

The probationers got exposure to some unique aspects of forestry, like , Local Community based eco-tourism 

model in Leh and successful management of Man-Animal conflict caused by Snow leopard in the region. The 

involvement of religious leaders and monasteries in making guiness world record plantations a success even 

in the cold desert of Leh was remarkable learning. The most exciting part of the tour was observing the 

landscape and vegetation contrast while travelling by road , to KhardunLa pass on the highest motoable road 

of the world, to the Pangong Lake and its saline water. 

In addition probationers learnt about Resin tapping methods by the forest department in Himchal Pradesh, 

agroforesty in Punjab and Haryana, NTFP based cooperatives supported by the forest department, Cloning 

industries for the eucalyptus plantations raised by farmers, Modern Zoo management in Chhatbir Zoo – 

Punjab, Water Catchment Area in Shimla, Medicinal Plant Parks and Nurseries in Haryana, Punjab and 

Himachal Pradesh. The probationers also got a chance to visit the World famours Vulture Breeding Centre in 

Pinjore, Haryana. 

The most exciting g part of the tour was the Aerial Surveying of forests through paragliding in Palampur, 

Himachal Pradesh. Even the journey between Cold desert of Leh to the Pine and Deodar forests of Himchal 

Pradesh was by road, and amidst snow storms and exposure to some unique flora, fauna and natural 

landscapes.

Hill Tour

26

- Gaurav Garg
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The bureaucracy has always functioned in close tandem with the political setup; in fact the executive has 

always been the supporting and implementing mechanism to the legislature. It becomes only logical to 

introduce the young bureaucrats to the functioning of the legislature and introduce them to the politicians 

so that they can get gain the insight into the ideas that need to be implemented by them on the field. Also, 

the young minds are rather fresh and have a tabula rasa, that can be instilled with a more positive aspect of 

the interaction between the legislature and executive right at the formative stage of their careers.  

Such a week long interaction was organised by the Bureau of Parliament studies which was meant to give an 

insight into the functioning of the parliament and how discussions on the country's policies take place at the 

highest level. We had interactions with the Members of Parliament and senior officials from the Lok Sabha 

secretariat who shared their insight into the functioning of the Legislative setup.

Parliamentary AttachmentParliamentary AttachmentParliamentary Attachment
- Akash Deep Badhawan
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Nestling amidst verdant hills and astride the Hyderabad-Bangalore highway, eight kilometers away from 

the historic city of Hyderabad and spread over about 277 acres of land, is the permanent abode of the 

Indian Police Service (IPS) - Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy (SVPNPA), the premier police 

training institution in the country.

After Independence, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the first Union Home Minister emphasized the importance 

of having a ring of services which would keep the country intact under a Federal Constitution.  He said, 

“...the Union will go, you will not have a united India, if you do not have a good All India Service, which has 

the independence to speak out its mind...”.

The probationers of the 2016 batch were given exposure to multiple dimensions of Wildlife Crime 

Detection and Mob Management. The program was a  5 day residential program. The classroom sessions 

had eminent speakers to discuss multiple topics of relevance like Wildlife Acts, immediate response to crisis 

situations, Mob management, Media Management, Wildlife Forensics, Cyber Crime and Mobile based 

tracking, Left Wing Extremism and police-forest departmental cooperation and Improvised Explosive 

Devices (IEDs). Probationers also learnt through practical sessions of, mock crime detection session, pistol 

firing and jungle survival techniques. A visit was also organised to CSIR- Centre for Cellular & Molecular 

Biology (CCMB), where techniques relating to DNA fingerprinting and forensics relating to animal crimes 

were discussed. Apart from the classroom sessions, there was PT, Aerobics, Gymming in the morning and 

various outdoor games within the academy each evening. The IFS probationers also got an opportunity to 

interact with their IPS counter parts and a formal dinner together was hosted for the IFS officers in the IPS.
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We have often heard that "If you can't measure it, you can't manage 

it." This tour in Panna Tiger Reserve was all about measuring wildlife 

through on field exercises. The excitement of going early morning to 

collect evidence of wildlife through sign survey, the sensation to get 

an encounter with majestic tiger, the expectation to get animals in 

our Camera trap and seeing the result of your own work at the end of 

day calculation was remarkable experience. We learnt that to 

understand the rule of Jungle you have to be in the Jungle.

Wildlife Technique TourWildlife Technique TourWildlife Technique Tour

38

- Rajeev Ranjan 
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South & Central India TourSouth & Central India TourSouth & Central India Tour

Perhaps the longest tour in terms of distance; it'll be remembered for the everlasting ties forged 

through multiple train journeys. Having been acquainted with forest and wildlife in West India 

tour and hill tour, it was time to learn about management of Forest and Wildlife in South and 

Central India tour. We found it amazing how diversity of eco-climatic zone changes the 

management priority. If it was management of MFP in central India, the learning shifted to 

management of PAs through EDCs in South India. Travelling from hot and dry deciduous forests 

of Central India to warm and humid climate of Gulf of Mannar, to pleasantly cool weather of 

Western Ghats, we certainly emerged out as much better forester.

41 42

- Rajeev Ranjan
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Our batch did the working plan exercise in 

pristine Sal forests of Timli. We stayed in 

camps for nearly ten days. Almost everyone 

was apprehensive as to how we would 

spend ten days in camps away from the 

comfort of our academy hostel rooms 

without electricity, without constant 

connectivity on cell phones, internet and 

laptops. But it turned out to be a great 

experience. 

Numerous nights spent around the 

campfire discussing yield, Von Mantel and 

Cotta are still etched in our minds. We will 

cherish those cold nights, sound of birds and 

trees swaying in the wind, piping hot chai at 

the dhaba, maggi in the evening and 

awesome food prepared by the mess staff. 

This exercise was a balanced mix of learning 

and fun. All the courses ranging from 

biometry to silvicultural practices came in 

handy while doing this exercise. We spent 

many days inside the forest collecting data. 

The entire batch wearing field uniforms 

armed with calipers, khukris, range finders 

moving into the jungle in the morning was a 

sight in itself.  

The afternoons and evenings were spent 

playing Volleyball or card games. Not only 

the probationers but the faculty members 

also had a great time in Timli. Uttam 

Sharma Sir's constant guidance was vital in 

getting the reports done in time. Everyone 

dreaded the final viva but the entire batch 

did very well and impressed the external 

examiners.  

Working Plan Working Plan 
ExerciseExercise
Working Plan 
Exercise
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Visit to the far east and the islands of the nation forms part of field learning for the probationers from IGNFA. 

Divided into two groups, the probationers of our batch left for the final domestic tour on 12th January, 2018. 

While the adventurous road trips of Arunachal Pradesh and smooth boat rides of Sunderbans exemplified 

the duality of nature, we found balance in the serene beauty of Meghalaya. With a multitude of safaris inside 

Kaziranga, we enjoyed the sightings of One-horned Rhinoceres and Wild Water Buffalo. Then followed the 

fun filled visit to the Andamans. Awestruck by the beauty beneath the waters, almost all of us fell in love with 

the island of Havelock. Travelling through the Jarawa reserve to see the Olive Ridleys nesting was altogether 

a unique experience. In the final leg, the Soul of Incredible India - Odisha - greeted us with the biodiversity it 

harbors. The sightings of Irrawaddy Dolphins, Crocodiles and plentidudes of Kingfishers marked the perfect 

end to the perfect Tour. Traveling through a collage of cultures, the East India Tour showed us the reality that 

India is One made of Many.

East India TourEast India TourEast India Tour
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- Arun Vignesh
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The batch was divided in two groups – one group went to Russia and Finland and the other went to 

Spain and Italy.

Finland and Russia group – It was the first time that many of us were going abroad. So naturally 

there was a lot of excitement. With our official white passports in hand and huge suitcases packed 

with woolens and haldiram namkeens and matthis we boarded the Air India flights.

On reaching Finland we understood the true meaning of the world COLD. It was freezing out there. 

There was snow as far as the eye could see. When it comes to technology Finland is a world leader. 

We learnt a lot about the use of technology in forestry sector. Indian restaurants are hard to come 

across in Finland. So people among us who don't even know how to hold a knife turned chefs and 

tuned out delicious dishes from dal chawal to chicken curry. The adventurous souls in the group got 

the opportunity to do ice hole swimming and ice rolling. Two things to which Finland can 

legitimately stake claim is the Sauna and Santa Claus. Although we could not meet the Santa but 

we sure did get an ample opportunity to enjoy the sauna. 

Everything we had heard about Russia came out to be true. It is bestowed with natural beauty (pun 

intended). People are warm and friendly and they fondly remember bollywood songs of Raj Kapoor 

era. The architecture of St. Petersburg and Moscow is breathtaking. Streets of these cities offer 

everything from small souvenirs to high end fashion brands. All of us wished we had more time in 

Russia. A few days is not enough time to explore the rich cultural and natural heritage of this 

beautiful country. 

Foreign Tour
Estonia , Finland and Russia

49 50

- Mandeep Mittal
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Henry Miller once said that “One's destination is never a place, but always a new way of seeing 

things”. Our foreign exposure visit to Spain and Italy has been organized to expand our datum of 

seeing forest and its management through entirely different perspective. 

The spread of urbanization in these countries are massive. When we reached there, then only we 

realized what Urbanization actually means. The cities like Madrid, Valencia and Barcelona are big 

and seem to be well planned. The view that we got form visiting these cities are that, they have 

utilized their lands very efficiently, where there should be Jungle there is Jungle, where there should 

be City there is city. Every city seems to treasure its culture. If the old city of Quenca provides the 

historical witness of standing against invaders, then city of Albarracín is the example of great 

mixture of Islamic and Christian culture. We find every city has some history to tell only thing is 

that we need to listen to them carefully.

Our destination stations were spread across the country. We have been fortunate enough to travel 

through different climatic zones, from the Cold areas of Segovia and Valladolid to warm coastal 

areas of Valencia and Barcelona. These journeys have become memorable for every one of us. 

During these journeys we realize why it has been said that “there is more fun in Journey than 

Destinations”.  

Spain and Itlay - Rajeev Ranjan
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A self-declared Didi of me ( According to her ) ! :p Our exam hall 

memories were awesomeness to the core !! :) not to mention 

about Our PANNA days ;) !! Thanks to her that i saved my 

Doctor consultation charges many times bcoz of her 

philanthropic services :p :p @Ragul 

My best friend in academy with whom I have had a wonderful 

stay here in the academy and every tour that we travelled 

together. I will miss you and always remain the same wherever 

you go. I wish you all the best in life and hope that we will be 

able to meet in future too.   @Kezang

gem of a person,ekdum bindass!! @Nalin

 A fighter doctor turned to an ultra chill forester(Lafau)          

@ Niraj Kadiyan

doting doctor (read Quack) of the batch @ Prem 

Chai pene chalte hain! Actually... chai mein doob ke marte 

hain.... wo sahi rahega" @ Poonam

 

Keep rocking Himachal too" @ Yashi

Smart ,intelligent, cool, sober, jolly, understanding at least 

mere se inme se ek cheez toh seekh li hoti. @Vipul

The first medical graduate in IFS(U Show off). A true sisterly 

character of the batch(though not for few guys).Always 

super cool with extraordinary energy. Her e literacy is 

legendary, ask her how to use bhim :P. A tea freak and best 

maggi maker, thanks Lasha for the maggis u cooked for 

us.WIsh you the best for your future. @Sunil 

One day she will sell her property to buy a cup of chai! 

@Divya Bharathi

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

become IFS

DOCTOR

10 years older

nothing

happiness is a choice not a result.

Abhilasha Singh

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

19th MAY

Himachal Pradesh

GSVM Medical College,Kanpur

abhilashasingh.gsvm@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

depends on crime
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Bro. - cool n calm, can talk with anyone, 

especially girls 

@Mayank

Perhaps the most jovial person in our batch

@ Aditya Narayan

Always ready for any crime to be done..... 

chaliye bad mei dekh lenge" 

@ Ashutosh Jaiswal

People call him "bro" but I don't. Satya Ko 

praman ki kya jarurat. Call him at midnight 

and ask him to walk to hell. He would reply " 

aagey hum jayenge,tum peechey se 

aana".Never says no because there is 

nothing which he can't do. Bas shadi karwa 

do yaar koi iski nhi to bahut Kasht dega ye 

logo Ko... 

@ Avinash Kumar

Bhai,.. …Jeevan mein KICK milte rehna 

chahiye…. Charwaak Redefined…. 

@Aviroop Sinha

You are stud. Stud means stud. 

@Vipul

Bina comedy ke hi comedy kar dete hai @Nishant

Next only to our respected Director Sir when it comes to 

punctuality and sincerity... @ Aditya Narayan

Mr Bhushan is a complete gentleman with a very reserved 

personality, is very mature and my to-go person for any advice... 

@ Akash Deep Badhawan

Samay ke paband. Jaldbaazi mein bhi sukoon aur khushi ki 

representation. @ AKHIL BANSAL

A very simple person. A person with humble nature and good 

sense of humour. As a friend he is good person to be with always. 

Hope to see him more often in future  @Akshay Joshi

"u r an intelligent person and a very hard working person 

who do all the assignments on his own. keep it up sir. and i 

hav more bond wid u bcoz u so look like my younger 

brother... @ Amneet Singh

Disciplined and punctual....... Straightforward and anxious. 

........Hated tours the most but cooked the best chicken in 

Finland..  @Arsalan

Ekdum topper material hain ye... Both in personal and 

professional life... His clarity in thoughts, rationality in 

decisions and amazing sense of humour is unmatchable... 

Inke sath time kaise nikalta hai , pata hi nahi chalta... :)

@Gaurav Garg

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

spend quality time with family and friends.

doing software job in some MNC

Role of 'Santri' played by pandey ji in 

cultural programme.

a better sense of judgement

Life itself is the biggest gift which we have..:) 

What more can we wish for!

"No one can make you feel inferior 

without your consent"

Abhishek Bhushan

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

25th May, 1988

Jharkhand

NIT Warangal ,Telangana

abhi.nitw@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

No one

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Sleep

the same person

Forestry Classes*Knowledge should be a

nything but art to senses. :P

Comedian...eh sorry! A Forester

AC in probationers' room, Coach in Lawn 

Tennis and CD from my college.

Main akela hi chala tha janib-e-manzil 

magarLog saath aate gaye aur karwaan 

banta gayaMajhrooh Sultanpuri

Abhishek Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

05-06-1991

Bihar

IIT Kharagpur

abhishek.5572@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

The Academy herself, criminals need paraphernalia.
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Tu mera Bhai nahi h ? cute kiddo @Naveen  

Aditya Madan Potra is humorous and one-of-a-kind.You are very 

cordial, dear, nicest and special tried and true friend. 

@Neeraj Kumar

Foodie!! Humble and Mr Dependable @Amit

he's the stud...he's the dude....he is Potruuu @Pankaj

 

My bestest and cutest buddy! Known this guy for two straight years 

and will bug him for at least another thirty :D ...Potru, you're a gem 

of a person. Wish you all the success in life :)" @ Cheshta Singh

There exists 2 time zones for IFS_2016 batch. The regular time zone 

for us mortals. Other is The Potru Time Zone , where all things hang 

in balance for Potru and here he commands his whims and fancies."

@ Dharamveer Meena

Mr. Gentleman,one can rely on his friendship.. @ GARDI POPAT 

GANPATRAO

The sweetest Delhiite I ever met ! A pure heart! King of one-liners !

@ Gaurav Sharma

Chillax guy.. 
� Akshaya Rathore

Person who enjoys every moment the most and remains chill always 
�Vijay Shankar Pandey

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Work

Astronaut

38 years old.

Peace

Tomorrow never comes.

Adhar Gupta

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

30-08-1990

Uttar Pradesh

IIT Guwahati

adharrox@gmail.com

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

breathe

computer geek

Hand wave gesture!

more experienced, eh?

invisibility cloak to sneak around

Maturity lies in knowing when to be immature..Maturity lies in knowing when to be immature..Maturity lies in knowing when to be immature..

Aditya Madanpotra

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

21st July, 1989

AGMUT

MAIT, GGS IP University,Delhi

agmu269@ifs.nic.in

In Academy my partner in crime is

Dharamveer
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My friend and guide, thanks for being there for me when I need 

you more @Kumaraswamy

 

Funloving, enjoying every moment. @Ajjaiah 

@Todkar

Dr Ajjaiah, I miss your coaching on how to play banana swing 

deliveries in cricket. Gunanka, a true IT champ.

@Shiva

 Man who lives on tea and selfies @ Gunanka

Selfie king @Vijay Shankar Pandey

One of the most honest and sincere person I ever met

@ Abhishek Bhushan

Reliability, standard and integrity are what defines 

Narayanji

@Vijay Shankar Pandey

One of the fines persons I have ever met

@Abhishek Kumar

Great creativity special designs with cardboard came very  

much handy during play at very short time

@Aviroop

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Be yourself

Working in Tata Steel Ltd. 

as electrical engineer

 

Working in Tata Steel Ltd. 

as electrical engineer

 

Aditya Narayan

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

04-11-1984

Jharkhand

IIT Kharagpur

aditya.n1984@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Bhushanji

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

to be happy

continued as veterinarian

would like to be lovely and lively as i am

nothing but everything

work is worship

Ajjaiah G R

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

21st july

Karnataka

Veterinary College Bidar 

IVRI Izatnagar

ajayifs1607@gmail.com
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Paaji to best hai..always a motivator and shows you how to maintain 

ur cool even in bad times. @Nishanth

Hor baiji kiddan @Mandeep

Accurate description given by our dear friend Darade - Head as Ice and 

mouth as Sugar, Bansal saab would be leading Madhya Pradesh from 

the front. @Mayank

 

Cool headed person ,who handles situation very calmly 

@ Abhishek Bhushan

It is a folklore in Mansa, Punjab that a true forester will be incarnated 

from this soil who will traverse all forests, trek all routes and go to 

home every weekend from IGNFA. Today, it is the most favourite name, 

mothers' give to their sons in Punjab, Akhil. @ Abhishek Kumar

Somone said this about him and it couldn't be better said, "Ice on the 

head and sugar in his mouth." @ Akash Deep Badhawan

"I know u r the person of whom the most testimonials must have been 

written. u r such a famous person of our batch. Always good to have 

such a sensible friend like u. @ Amneet Singh

used to be his poster boy..really had great time in 

the gym and in F block @ Nishant

aka Pehalwan - Chakk de fatte @Mandeep

"#European accent #tanker #pehlwan #akash" 

@Raj

 

A combination of Personality, Intelligence and 

fitness 

@ Abhishek Bhushan

Chilled out buddy who loves to party. Great sense 

of humour. Guy who always ends up making you 

smile...

@ Akshay Joshi

"you are a party animal. we partied alot and those 

were the best time. u will always remain the core of 

the GABRU GANG..

@ Amneet Singh

BadhawanSaheb Will cherish the times we spent 

together brother..... 

@ Ankit Pandey

Fashionista and... bodybuilder.... Likes partying.. 

and learning languages. High on life..

@Arsalan

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Be what you want to be

An MBA

10 years older irrespective

That would need more than 

one line to answer.

Jo mann ka ho to acha hai, 

na ho to aur bhi acha

Akash Deep Badhawan

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

29-12-1990

Uttar Pradesh

IIT Ropar

aakash.badhawan@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Gabru Gang

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Explore

An adventurer

The academy itself

A traveller and chronicler

Nothing more

Happiness is only real when shared.

Akhil Bansal

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

06-03-1990

Madhya Pradesh

IIT Delhi

akhil639@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

my batch
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chalo AOE khelate hain

@Sathish

Amazing football player. Beats through 

his momentum

@ Adhar Gupta

"its been 10 yrs and many more to go. 

Always good to have one friend with 

whom u can discuss any part of your 

personal life. In academy people call u 

leopard but i ll always call u BONDA :p

@ Amneet Singh

Khatta, Mittha, Sutta partner

@ Rajesh Darade

Leopard  the football legend

@ Gunanka

one of my oldest friends here - chill and 

fun 

@Sambuddha

Always ready for gol gappe and for easy Always ready for gol gappe and for easy 

light comedy @Nishantlight comedy @Nishant

Sir ki life ek inspiration hai.sir ke padchino Sir ki life ek inspiration hai.sir ke padchino 

pe chalna hi jeevan ka ek uddeshya hai!!pe chalna hi jeevan ka ek uddeshya hai!!

@Nalin@Nalin

Only person who sometimes beat me in Only person who sometimes beat me in 

punctuality @ Abhishek Bhushan..punctuality @ Abhishek Bhushan..

Tez dimaag, khadi muchen aur tedhe Tez dimaag, khadi muchen aur tedhe 

javaab. Kahan aa gaye joshi saab, italy javaab. Kahan aa gaye joshi saab, italy 

mein mafia ban sakte the.. @ AKHIL mein mafia ban sakte the.. @ AKHIL 

BANSALBANSAL

Kapti Shakuni Mamaaa.....Luv Kapti Shakuni Mamaaa.....Luv 

u.....Kurraaaaaa...." @ Aviroop Sinhau.....Kurraaaaaa...." @ Aviroop Sinha

My bindas neighbour,party lover @ AjjaiahMy bindas neighbour,party lover @ Ajjaiah

Actor of our Batch , aap toh Exam m bhi Actor of our Batch , aap toh Exam m bhi 

Acting karte ho @SureshActing karte ho @Suresh

Always ready for gol gappe and for easy 

light comedy @Nishant

Sir ki life ek inspiration hai.sir ke padchino 

pe chalna hi jeevan ka ek uddeshya hai!!

@Nalin

Only person who sometimes beat me in 

punctuality @ Abhishek Bhushan..

Tez dimaag, khadi muchen aur tedhe 

javaab. Kahan aa gaye joshi saab, italy 

mein mafia ban sakte the.. @ AKHIL 

BANSAL

Kapti Shakuni Mamaaa.....Luv 

u.....Kurraaaaaa...." @ Aviroop Sinha

My bindas neighbour,party lover @ Ajjaiah

Actor of our Batch , aap toh Exam m bhi 

Acting karte ho @Suresh

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Take rest

A novelist

GIS classes

Become a writer

More sleep

The past can not be changed. 

The future is yet in your power.

Akshay Joshi

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

16.02.1988

Gujarat

Maharaj’s College, 

University Of Rajasthan

Joshi.akshay1602@gmail.com

 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

be with friends.

Maths faculty in some IIT coaching

more curious

cant quantify

live your life at fullest

Akshaya Rathore

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

15-07-1990

Madhya Pradesh

IIT ROORKEE

akshayr11@gmail.com
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Full of fun; always have interesting stories to share. @Nikam 

@Todkar

the tips which you gave me during west India tour are highly 

beneficial but I spend many sleepless nights because of your 

snoring habit.

@Sumant

Amit Aaba, friend forever

@ Rajesh Darade 

Abasaheb...presence of mind,sense of humour,always ready 

to help ,compostite personality.one should rely for his advice

@ GARDI POPAT GANPATRAO

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Follow what  your heart says

Teacher

Working plan viva, Sir saying that  

“He learnt a lot from our group”

Amit Nikam

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

5th December

Madhya Pradesh

VIT Pune

amitvnikam@gmail.com

 

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

 

Working in Maharshtra for some time  

Sincerely learnt... individual sports games and 

bit more of forestry

Not to  think too much... All that maters will look 

tiny once we move ahead in life.

In Academy my partner in crime is

Gardi & Rajesh
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Pher ammy singh kar diye fry @Mandeep

Brilliant chap, golden heart, fun loving and this 

man loves partying.

@ Akash Deep Badhawan

Bhai dus saal pata nahin chale ..

@ Akshaya Rathore

Ammy Singhhhh!!! Kuch party-sharty ho jai.... 

Banao kuch plan...... 

@ Ankit Pandey

Quiet,calm and helpful neighbour

@ Rajesh Darade

The one with whom everything comes naturally 

and you feel good

@ GARDI POPAT GANPATRAO

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live byA quote you live byA quote you live by

to have friends because without friends life is boring.

income tax inspector and raiding forest officers :p

Rajesh darade explaining about the 

pythagoras theorem to CD sir.

missing these memorable days of the academy.

won gold in football.ISM - silverSports meet 2017- 

silverSports meet 2018- silver

Judge me if u want, but at the end of my life i choose Judge me if u want, but at the end of my life i choose 

to have memories not regrets.to have memories not regrets.

Judge me if u want, but at the end of my life i choose 

to have memories not regrets.

Amneet Singh

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

3rd Nov.

Punjab

IIT Roorkee

amneet.ammy@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Akash and parveen kaswan
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Never says no, when you ask for any help

@ Abhishek Bhushan

Hamshakals!!!!

@ Ankit Pandey

Aslam ...Is perhaps the most pious souls & one of the better 

human beings I have come across in life..." 

@ Aviroop Sinha

Mr. Cool, smiling face, Ajaatashatru (a person who has no enemy)

@ GARDI POPAT GANPATRAO

Coolness ,patience and sharpness – what define Arsalan

@Vijay Shankar Pandey

Pandey Ji probably knows everything needed 

to be good forester. Wonderful person and is 

always helpful....

@ Akash Deep Badhawan

"U are an allrounder, full of knowledge and a 

gem person from heart. always remain the 

same, our academy's angry young man :p

@ Amneet Singh

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Earn respect of all.....

A scientist probably......

Elections of course!!!

Able to introduce myself as Genius, 

Billionaire, Philanthropist......

The Iron man suit......

Tough times never last but tough people do......

Ankit Pandey

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

2nd July

Madhya Pradesh

IARI New Delhi

ankitpandey0207@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Aakash, Ammy

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

be happy

working with machines and chemicals

Rajesh finding number of sq. 

metres in a hectare and the obvious 

Pythagoras theorem.

ten years older(that's the only certain thing)

my bike in Dehradun

Weak people take revenge. Strong people 

forgive. Intelligent people ignore.

Arsalan

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

04-09-1987

Karnataka

NIT Warangal

arsalanchem@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Arvind Kumar
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The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In academy my partner in crime is

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

To lead

Politician

Alone

My family

My dreams not let me to sleep

Arvind Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

10-03-1989

HIMACHAL PRADESH

IET LUCKNOW

nitu1004@gmail.com

Leadership in DNA....  Very street smart ....and master of jugad. 

......Most tracked probationer Arsalan

hum to debate ab Sansad mei hi kare gen :P :P !!!"

@ Ashutosh Jaiswal

Visiting Probationer Emeritus......Sheer waste of a genuine talent... 

Hope you realise your true potential some day....

@ Aviroop Sinha

Best at jugaad and peer management

@Vijay Shankar Pandey

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In academy my partner in crime is

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

be the voice of the voiceless.

Probably a Banker.

GG, Santy, KTP Prem, Gullan, Obama and VJ.

Prem hiding in Santhosh's room to escape 

from his Sweetheart ;P

a bit older but still the same as today.

more time with all of you.

No, Try Not. Do or Do Not, 

There is No Try. - Master Yoda

Arun Vignesh C S

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

30.05.1991

Assam-Meghalaya

College of Engineering, 

Guindy, Anna University, Chennai

arunvignesh.cs@gmail.com

Forgot that he was an ENGINEER, and turned into full time a 

Forester- cum- wild life photographer, sometimes making THE 

GREAT GG to think arun as a competitor to his " JUNGLE 

TREKKER" title !! :p :p :) A person with real knowledge who not 

always tries to show-off ! :p :) :P @Ragul

The days we ran behind birds are too many to count. he was more 

upset missing a click of the bird more than missing attendance. 

@Naren

He is a very simple person. Doesn't speak much is wild from the 

inside. Fortunate to have a considerate and compassionate friend 

like him. He taught me a lot about photography and birds.”

@Pradyumn

Arun na is vera level !

@ Divya Bharathi

Knowledgeable and candid

@ Vijayakumar Elumalai

A very Good Companion  in Mess.. @Sathish

Santosh G

Vera Level

Prem

@ARUN VIGNESH & @RAGHUL

In next ten years I would have been

Responsible beauracrate
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Nothing can distract when in concentration 

mode. Lights up slowly but then blazes...

@ Arsalan

Humbleness,sharpness and never to say no 

@Vijay Shankar Pandey

Depth of knowledge and  activeness in football 

field despite being lean and thin

@Aviroop

 Sab manage kar denge, vidhayak ji hmare ache mitr hai. Aap 

jante hia Vidhayak ji ko - unhone academy mein sab manage 

kar rakha hai @Mayank

"Legends are that he had planted the highest-girth-tree 

present at Kanasar and helped Brandis pass in Forest Statistics. 

A living legend,  Ashutosh Jaiswal." @ Abhishek Kumar

One word - "chacha".... @ Aditya Narayan... 

Popularly known as "ChaCha". A man who has seen eons of 

spring. Guided homo sapiens from East Africa to different 

corner of world, took part in renaissance, led India in first war of 

independence.Mentor of Gokhale and Tilak.Those history 

books need correction!!We wont be able to read his name 

because he was the silent guardian, a watchful protector. Some 

historian even claim that Ashu is often mistakenly read as 

Adam

@ Avinash Kumar

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

maintain a positive outlook

a software engineer

during dinner table laughter riots 

with Telugu gang

hopefully bit more wiser

skydiving during foreign exposure visit

Only you decide your worth!

Ashish Reddy M V

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

11th June

Karnataka

IIT Bombay

ramanavashish@gmail.com

 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

To be with people whom you love

Entrepreneur

Vipul doing mimicry of batch-mates and faculties .

again searching for newer goals

More time to spend with my friends and family

There is only one happiness in this life, 

to love and be loved

Ashutosh Jaiswal

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

17-02-1985

Uttar Pradesh

IIT Kanpur

jashuiit@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Abhishek , Avinash (Villagers Group)

73 74
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Humbleness personified! @ Niraj Kadiyan

sir, modesty ki parikashtha hai aap @Mayank

All-rounder !! brilliant in sports and excellent in 

academics.... @ Abhishek Bhushan

Truly an all rounder in all aspects of life...

@ Aditya Narayan

Started by calling himself Gobar and ended up being 

master of all trades. .....Passionate to the core...

@ Arsalan

Ye Jo aaine hain jo tumhe kam pasand karte hain..unhey 

maloom hai ki tumhe hum pasand karte hain. Word 

humble gets humbled due to his humbleness

@ Avinash Kumar

Sharpness rather than being blunt, practical wisdom and 

morality will multi dimensionally enhance your glory

@Vijay Shankar Pandey

Best among the rest, a real gem @Mayank

Aata Majhi Satakli-Never make him angry! @Niraj Kadiyan

Most inspiring and fascinating person @Prakhar

The most hardworking , talented, thoughtful guy of our 

batch.....bro..you will become a very good officer.....

@Abhilasha Singh

अगर िकसी का assignment नही हो पा रहा है, exam स ेपहले पढाई 

नही ंकी हो, Tour journal िलखन ेका मन ना हो (जैसे की हम), जोड़ो ंम� 

दद� हो, क� हो ....सबका िनवारण है| बाबा खुद कर�ग े|

िमल े हर वार, 24x7 बाबा अिवनाश @ Abhishek Kumar

You would be foolish to belief in that childish and care free 

exterior. He is very talented and competitve and has the 

ability to deliver when push comes to shove...

@ Aditya Narayan

Dimag mei chad gaya hai , ab to biryani hi khaye gen !!!!"

@ Ashutosh Jaiswal

Immensely talented, with that special quality to make it to 

the Top Notch of Bureaucracy....." @ Aviroop Sinha

Bro, a word that says it all! @ Divya Bharathi

" When you speak, everyone listens. You are a force that 

makes colleagues pass their exams." @Vivek

Gussa kar sakta hai tumahra vinash otherwise tum karoge 

sab pe raj.Aur nasha utarna toh tumhe aata hi hai. @Vipul 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Have Bakar sessions with unbridled energy ranging 

from singularity to desi newspaper masala gossips.

an Unemployed. Period.

Vipul's anchoring in our first cultural night.

A person with less of wish and more of needs.

Will tell when I see a shooting star �

Ever tried.Ever failed. No matter. 

Try again. Fail again. Fail better.

Avinash Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

03-07-1990

Uttar Pradesh

IIT Roorkee

avinashp310@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

As the pupils say , THE "gang"

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

have Least Expections from it & then you 

can cherish every moment it offers...

Engaging with Youth of Jharkhand to showcase their 

Genius in Sports

Pandey Ji as Santri @ Murlidhar ki Murli 

Shashi kala Devi Haazir Ho...!!

Content with what I have achieved 

Superlatives of whatever I have been blessed with.....

If you cannot do great things, 

do small things in a great way...

Aviroop Sinha

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

27th January

Jharkhand

Jawaharlal Nehru University

aviroopsinha27@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Aslam ,Arvind ,Natri & Lafuaa Gang..

Is a Braveheart...God makes people who are so much smart 

once in a while... @Vikas

Heera hai heera. Pahali presentation me hi stage par aag 

lagadi. Help mango to raat ko 12 baje bhi pahoonch jaye.

@Sunda

Sensible, sincere and always ready to help others. @Avinash

@Todkar
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the evergreen dancer, most cheerful person

@Naveen 

Cutest girl ever

@Prakhar

Mate from FC! Always dancing.. brilliantly!

@Aditya madanpotra

Dancing queen!  A friend for life! Just a phone 

call away ‘Jab koi baat bigad jaye'

@Gaurav Sharma

Fabulous dancer, excellent swimmer, super 

sincere in everything and an amazing friend 

who will always be there for you... Has an 

excellent taste in her music playlists.... :) 

@Gaurav Garg

Actor, Poet, Athlete- All these qualities in one person. Also 

Gyanandra's Favourite. @khagesh 

Epitome of Perseverance @Mukesh

Rambo, Rocky, Baaghi... I know this idiot from my preparation 

days. He is a complete Sanki. Ek baar jo bhai ne commitment 

kar di fir bhai apne aap ki bhi nahi sunte.. But he is one of my 

best buddies here in the Academy. He will stand by you 

through thick and thin. Fortunate to have him as a friend and 

cadremate. Incidentally, our retirement date is same too. He 

taught me how to keep hitting at a goal despite all diversions, 

one you have set upon it in life.” @Pradyumn

When all the good literary work is a corollary of two pints 

@Umar

The kid of our group. @Rajeev

kuch bhi karna par ise challenge mat karna @Himanshu 

Bagri 

Bhaskar: passionate boy:) @Sumit

The best thing in life is toThe best thing in life is toThe best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would haveIf not ifs i would haveIf not ifs i would have
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sleep peacefully in night with a promise sleep peacefully in night with a promise 

from Goddess of Sleep that she will wake from Goddess of Sleep that she will wake 

me up in the morning with a beautiful smile me up in the morning with a beautiful smile 

of blossoming nature and truly she welcomes of blossoming nature and truly she welcomes 

me in the morning as she promised.me in the morning as she promised.

sleep peacefully in night with a promise 

from Goddess of Sleep that she will wake 

me up in the morning with a beautiful smile 

of blossoming nature and truly she welcomes 

me in the morning as she promised.

a poet, a wanderer in the ocean a poet, a wanderer in the ocean 

of life searching for truthof life searching for truth

a poet, a wanderer in the ocean 

of life searching for truth

preparing for cultural eventspreparing for cultural eventspreparing for cultural events

an entrepreneur poetan entrepreneur poetan entrepreneur poet

more IGNFA Days, so that i could enjoy the more IGNFA Days, so that i could enjoy the 

environment more and run on IGNFA Ground.environment more and run on IGNFA Ground.

more IGNFA Days, so that i could enjoy the 
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Alma Mater

E-Mail
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the evergreen dancer, most cheerful person

@Naveen 

Cutest girl ever

@Prakhar

Mate from FC! Always dancing.. brilliantly!

@Aditya madanpotra

Dancing queen!  A friend for life! Just a phone 

call away ‘Jab koi baat bigad jaye'

@Gaurav Sharma

Fabulous dancer, excellent swimmer, super 

sincere in everything and an amazing friend 

who will always be there for you... Has an 

excellent taste in her music playlists.... :) 

@Gaurav Garg

Actor, Poet, Athlete- All these qualities in one person. Also 

Gyanandra's Favourite. @khagesh 

Epitome of Perseverance @Mukesh
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cadremate. Incidentally, our retirement date is same too. He 

taught me how to keep hitting at a goal despite all diversions, 

one you have set upon it in life.” @Pradyumn

When all the good literary work is a corollary of two pints 
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The kid of our group. @Rajeev
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Bagri 
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VERY COOL AND BALANCED PERSON.. VERY COOL AND BALANCED PERSON.. 

Thanks for being my guru always..enjoyed Thanks for being my guru always..enjoyed 

many moments being your many moments being your 

roommate@CHETAN VANKDOTH  roommate@CHETAN VANKDOTH  

@Nava@Nava

A COMPLETE MAN."A COMPLETE MAN."

@ GURU SWAMY@ GURU SWAMY

VERY COOL AND BALANCED PERSON.. 

Thanks for being my guru always..enjoyed 

many moments being your 

roommate@CHETAN VANKDOTH  

@Nava

A COMPLETE MAN."

@ GURU SWAMY

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

travelling around the world, getting back to nature

Operations Engineer in Power Plant

The Narriyal Award ceremony award 

hosted by senior batch

visited atleast 10 new places

Flying Licence

However difficult life may seem, there is always 

something you can do and succeed at.

Chethan Kumar Vankdoth

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

7th June 

Rajasthan

IIT Kanpur

v.chethan@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Shrawan, Guru ,...mostly the Gulti Gang
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@Dhanraj Good at heart. Sincere. But in quest of 

conquering everything, please dont miss the people 

around you dear @Amit

Shares my thoughts.. Anytime company. Troubles me 

exactly when  I am resting in my room. @ aditya 

madanpotra

Kudos DD.... The person who saves our faces by asking 

questions..... Will be privileged to join you in many more 

'high chea'  Ankit Pandey

Very good GL saab.... @ Rajesh Darade

He is one of those rare beings found today, a Gentleman. 

For Dhanraj every dark cloud has a silver lining and every 

day is full of possibilities.The display of his hilarious 

repertoire of accents will put everyone in splits. At the 

same time his over-enthusiastic inquisitiveness can leave 

others pulling their hairs out :)" @ Dharamveer Meena

Always ready to help others. Cool and active.@Dhanaraj 

@Todkar

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Perform my role as best public servant, 

as best son, as best father, as best brother, 

as best friend,as best husband

"Agriculture extension officer in a bank 

distributing priority credits to farmers and needy"

"Fun during ice hole swimming in finland"

"Would try to be good human being and an 

able officer to perform my role to the the fullest"

"DSLR during training- felt to have missed 

some minute details of nature"

"One person with courage can become majority""One person with courage can become majority""One person with courage can become majority"

Dhanraj Hanumant Dhamdhere

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

16th April

Odisha

College of Agriculture, Kolhapur, Maharashtra 

G.B. Pant University of Agriculture & Technology, 

Pantnagar, Uttarakhand

dhdhamdhere@rediffmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Aditya Madanpotra
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The Shivagami Devi of the batch. Her one eye gaze is 

enough to scare anybody(Ask Omkaram about it). This 

no nonsense lady with stubborn and irritated looks on 

the outside is actually so sweet and kindhearted on the 

inside. The simplicity towards fashion and way of living 

is amazing. Your genuine passion towards Forests and 

Wildlife is inspiring. Keep smiling Divya :)

@Sunil

Divya Bharathi-Akka 

@Santosh G

Sensible, thoughtful,straight forward girl.....a lady with 

very pretty smile.... (i won't tell anyone that you ordered 

me to write good things about you ...hehe ) 

@ Abhilasha Singh

"Birds and Butterflies enthusiast. Green Brigadier. Strict 

Officer. ..........Akkaji to all... 

@ Arun Vignesh

Khatarnak rider; ek lambi trip to banti hai? @Nalin

Dharamveer is very sporty person and plays almost all 

games. He is athlete, silent, impressive and fast learner. 

"Naveen is best room partner ever I have. You are most 

flexible ,malleable and soft person I ever met.

@Neeraj Kumar

true all rounder......will miss playing badminton with u

@Pankaj 

Kamal Good sportsman who lives life fully - 

Dharmaveer Meena 

@Meena

Balanced personality.... Not all are allowed to see the 

jovial side of him.

@Aditya Madanpotra

Independent and sportsmanship...

@Vijayakumar Elumalai

A real mentor! IFS's 'He-Man'. Partner in crime”

@Gaurav Sharma

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

love life as you live it.

making a difference through the most 

ancient of traditions', Agriculture.

Tiger prank at Ranthambhore. -- West India Tour :)

a protector of the green and natural realms, 

champion of the innocent creatures, a forester 

par excellence - The King in the North (India) !!

A time machine to travel through time so as to 

experience all the limitless events in history.

To comprehend a Nectar requires Sorest meed.

Dharamveer Meena

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

7th May

Himachal Pradesh

IIT Bombay

dharam37@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Aditya Madanpotra

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

watch birds

a gardener

Abhilasha's Holi threats

would have added some lens and lessons

zooming eyes and two wings

Do things with passion or not at all

Divya Bharathi M

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

19 July

Maharashtra

College of Engineering, Guindy

divya.manikannan@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Bharath
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:The fundebaj,Can give funde and debate on anything under the 

sun.

@Naveen

Gaurav garg is very crazy , chatty and communicative person. you 

are conservationist , affable and gregarious kind of person. You 

make me laugh anytime.

@Neeraj Kumar

tareef kare kya uski jisne tumhe banaya :-P

@Pankaj

Ethical dissonances aside, his company is worth cherishing. More so 

because of his skills as a non stop entertainer."

@Dharamveer Meena

The real batman! Jack of all trades! Room mate for life

@Gaurav Sharma

Best actor and mimicry person in academy - Gaurav Garg

@Meena

What a company!! full of masti, non seriousness. Best 

partner in academy. Nana, i will miss parade, squash, 

badminton and learning from you

@Amit Nikam

the way you and amit fights on small issues i must 

suggest you two to join school but the way you supported 

me is highly helpful... but वां�ाची भाजी नाही भेटली खायला.. 

@Gardi Popat 

@Sumant

Always smiling and calm Gardi bhai.

@Shiva

Learnt a lot from him, an Institution in itself. Spot Nana

@ Rajesh Darade

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Be happy

Financial Advisor to Government of Maharashtra.

I officer,You officer,Ballupur..

Pakka Gujju

Gold medal in forest economics, 

statistics and engineering

"JINDAGI KHUBSURAT HAIN"

Gardi Popat Ganpatrao

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

1st JUNE

Cadre main Cadre.."GUJARAT " Cadre

Dr. Annasaheb Shinde College of Agriculture 

Engineering, Rahuri.; M.P.K.V. Rahuri

pg_1416@rediffmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Abasaheb (Amit Nikam) and 

Annasaheb(Rajesh Darade) 

and our WADA(Room No.A4)

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

stop worrying about the best thing in life...

a monk who sold Ferraris...

the one that happened behind the walls...

thinking why did I chose to answer 

this question ten years back, anyway... ?

a machine that could read minds...! 

I know what you're thinking by the way... ;-)

Can't Stop.... Won't Stop.... 

Don't know how to Stop.... !

Gaurav Garg

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

03rd September

Rajasthan

IIT Delhi

gauravgarg.ifs@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

the one you would least suspect...
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Humble, down to earth: IFS is fortunate to have 

guys like you. 

@Kumaraswamy

@swatch Bharath. wants every thing to be 

clean but HOW?"

@ GURU SWAMY

a true gentleman ,am impressed with ur 

approach to problem solving,keeping the 

things simple and straight

@ Ajjaiah

the IITB stud, crazy about sleep @Naveen

"Gaurav sharma is always supportive and helpful in every terms. 

You are a man of words. Once he make a commitment… he don't 

even listen to himself. You are a open book, trustworthy, selfless and 

admirable.

@Neeraj Kumar

- Sharma ji...the cool dude of the batch.....btw Sheetotsava main 

maine mic nhi band kiya tha :-P 

@Pankaj

Most amazing person @Prakhar

We tune in on the same frequencies, an amazing friend and a 

""budding dancer"" :D Chittiyan kalayiyaan, yo yo Sharme :)"

@ Cheshta Singh

Infi intelligent person from IIT B who can start singing anywhere, 

anytime - Gaurav Sharma

@Meena

"Gaurav Sharma Most amazing person" @Prakhar

This handsome man will always stay a special part of my life for 

the days and nights that we have spent together... You got me 

addicted Sharma ji... Haha...  Soorat se, dil se.. Ekdum gem of a 

person hai... One of the truest friends I can always count on.. :)

@Gaurav Garg

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Love and be loved.

In Engineering Services.

Me, Prakhar and Ravi were left at Rohtang 

Pass with no money. Ravi started begging 

tourists for food while hiding the academy 

logo of his sweat shirt.

As fit as Aditya Madanpotra and a good 

Communicator like Gaurav Garg.

Cheshta’s Dance skills, Pankaj’s voice, 

Naveen’s energy, Dharam’s bike and Neeraj’s wit.

Life is not a problem to be solved, 

but a reality to be experienced.

Gaurav Sharma

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

1st July

Madhya Pradesh

IIT Bombay

gsharma993@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

IFS Rockks group

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

get what you truly love ...

Software Engineer

Tour journals and herbarium ; "Dhaudke hao"

continue playing , visiting more places

more time for sports and co curricular activities

Be the change which you want to see

Gunanka DB

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

26-06-1987

Assam Meghalaya

RVCE, Bengalooru

gunanka@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

None in particular
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My 1st roomie in my 1st ever hostel life !! Ever- smiling cool guy !! 

Had a memorable staying together !! Our friendship should 

sustain across time ! @Ragul

Coolest person of E-Top. Cool as cucumber @Khagesh 

chill guy who knows when to be serious @Kommu 

....."I heard Amazon is offering him free Protein for life" @Mukesh

Mr. #Cool. #ChillMax. #Baba. I have met very few sensible persons 

like Himanshu Bagri in my life. He has an air of calmness around 

him. He can stand and think about philosophy in the middle of a 

crisis. He taught me how to be calm and composed and give our 

best even in the middle of a tornado." @Pradyumn

We come from same college, batch. This made us similar in our 

behavioural frequencies. We share some of the best times of 

IGNFA together be it all the tours (we were roomies always :P), 

hostel life etc. Some of the highlights were Spain tour, roaming in 

Raipur, playing hockey, not to forget GYM time... Thanks for being 

there. @ Bhaskar Bharti

When the response to the greatest tragedies in life is "ismein kya 

hai?" @ Himanshu Bagri

@Umar

The Coach of our group, ever ready to give us tips even when I 

don't want to go to gym @HimanshuBagri  

@Rajeev

Sumit

bagri: cool , coach of our wing:)

Angry young man who knows when to display maturity 

@Kommu

@Guruswamy Nice friend. Passionate about work. Remember 

you running like me for supplementary exams!! and yes 

qualitative sleeping in classroom

@Amit

Dedicated person with his work..

@ GARDI POPAT GANPATRAO

Guru Swamy: He is like Salman in Wanted, Once he fixes on 

something, he will not change. A true family man. Shopaholic in 

tours.

@Sandeep Gundala

@Guruswamy: Very Caring, emotional and understanding 

person. He woud have been superstar of basketball had he 

chosen that game.(hehee)

@Pushpa 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Getting into indian forest service

Treating the animals in the villages

Pushpa Kumar and Omkar pulling 

eachothers' legs in old hostel mess

Aam admi

Selfless

More power comes with more responsibility

Guru Swamy. D.

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

12th January 

Tamil Nadu

College of Veterinary Science, Tirupati

Nikeguru@gmail.com

 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

not know the best thing

a upsc aspirant

ten years older than I am today

time machine,

I have no special talent. I am only 

passionately curious. Albert Einstein

Himanshu Bagri

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

10th September 1990

Uttarakhand

IIT Bombay

himanshu.bagri@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

E-top buddies

87 88
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The only reason for highest happiness index of our block! 

Expression box and sound effects for every little thing she 

speaks! even for how a biscuit packet is opened 

Divyabharathi - Pseudo KTP!! Will even forget her husband 

behind birds. Has a difficult way of making me understand 

anything.

@Poonam

Behannnnn........i really enjoyed the time we spent 

together...lots of shopping,tea,secrets,gossips and yesss 

VODKA{shhhh...pls dont tell to my parents : p}

@Abhilasha Singh

 

A real sweetheart, has probably the maximum database of 

Bollywood songs and movie titles :D

I'll miss you behen !"

@ Cheshta Singh

Butterflies will queue up to ask their names. A walking 

encyclopedia of winged jewels

@ Divya Bharathi

keep running even in Bhutan hahahaha” @Yashi

 

Gullar is the only guy who can seduce girls/guys with 

handwriting. @Narend

"Two things I admire about you... Beautifully decorated room 

and well documented Tour Journals. Kudos buddy.

But you could have spared that Buddha Poster :P

@ Arun Vignesh

Dedicated and hard working @Vijayakumar Elumalai

Ragul has unmatched sincerity, dedication and sense of 

humour too @Himanshu Bagri

Oxford Printing Press @Santosh G 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Pursue what your Heart says !..

To be frank, there was no second thought !! 

I'm here finally :)

Prem's extended relationship with Gujarat !! :p 

That " MCT " :)

Crossing 30s !! Omg :o Getting into uncle-mode ;)

Everybody has an addiction, 

mine just happens to be Yew !!

" Legacy is not what you inherit, 

its about what you give back "

Jeya Ragul Geshan B

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

05.07.1993

TRIPURA

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, GUINDY ( CEG ), 

ANNA UNIVERSITY

RAGULBROCK2020@GMAIL.COM

In Academy my partner in crime is

" I can't hear you" !! " Literally i can't hear you " !! 

#TheDictator moment :p Come on Next quesiton !! :) 

Its an immoral act to reveal your partner-in-crime !! 

#Professional Ethics

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

Do things that would make everyone happy

Wildlife photographer

Vijay Shankar Pandey

Entomologists

Whatever work you do in life, 

do it with full dedication, and also do things 

that would make everyone happy.

Kezang Wangmo

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

21st January 

Zhemgang, Bhutan

Dolphin College

zenselpeku@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Abhilasha Singh

89 90
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Real rhino..does not care about who is seeing you @Kommu

Blessed with eating without gaining weight @Mukesh

Most down to earth character from my wing (E Top), though 

a college senior but more of a close friend now. Multitalented 

in all sports activities – soccer, baddy, volleyball etc. Very 

carefree nature, adventurous, buddy from cycle brigade

@ Bhaskar Bharti

Come what may he cannot resist going to ground 

@Himanshu Bagri

Deceptively relaxed. Would never know when he would agree 

to the most absurd plans and otherwise. @Khagesh Pegu 

@Umar

He knows everything about every game and almost every 

movie.  @KhageshPegu @Rajeev

pegu: energetic, sportsman @Sumit

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

be contented and be happy

a good for nothing civil engineer

In next ten years I would like to travel a lot, 

cycle a lot, run and stay fit

i wish i had more of the carefree, fun days 

that i had in the 16 months at IGNFA

It is right to be contented with what we have, 

never with what we are

Khagesh Pegu
DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

26-11-1987

Assam Meghalaya

IIT Bombay

khagesh.pegu@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

E-Top wale bhailog
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Nishant aka Tramp - Bhai koi kasht toh nahi hai Nishant aka Tramp - Bhai koi kasht toh nahi hai 

jeevan mein @Mandeepjeevan mein @Mandeep

Friendly person who loves fitness and GymFriendly person who loves fitness and Gym

@ Abhishek Bhushan@ Abhishek Bhushan

My gym client and the poster boy. Very mature and a My gym client and the poster boy. Very mature and a 

very physically fit chap. And boy he's got a storehouse very physically fit chap. And boy he's got a storehouse 

of the best whatsapp forwards in the town! of the best whatsapp forwards in the town! 

@ Akash Deep Badhawan@ Akash Deep Badhawan

'Bhai' shabad ki personification. @ AKHIL BANSAL'Bhai' shabad ki personification. @ AKHIL BANSAL

Amazing brother with great understanding and clear Amazing brother with great understanding and clear 

conscience. Bhai get well soon fir party karte hain conscience. Bhai get well soon fir party karte hain 

@ Akshay Joshi@ Akshay Joshi

Tramp nostalgic ho to paas m h hi aajaioTramp nostalgic ho to paas m h hi aajaio

@ Akshaya Rathore@ Akshaya Rathore

"u r a very dedicated person i have ever met. u lead "u r a very dedicated person i have ever met. u lead 

our team from the front #lions. get well soon bro our team from the front #lions. get well soon bro 

@ Amneet Singh@ Amneet Singh

Alexander Supertramp .Perhaps the most balanced Alexander Supertramp .Perhaps the most balanced 

person that  I have come across... Chattisgarh is in person that  I have come across... Chattisgarh is in 

safe hands...." @ Aviroop Sinhasafe hands...." @ Aviroop Sinha

Nishant aka Tramp - Bhai koi kasht toh nahi hai 

jeevan mein @Mandeep

Friendly person who loves fitness and Gym

@ Abhishek Bhushan

My gym client and the poster boy. Very mature and a 

very physically fit chap. And boy he's got a storehouse 

of the best whatsapp forwards in the town! 

@ Akash Deep Badhawan

'Bhai' shabad ki personification. @ AKHIL BANSAL

Amazing brother with great understanding and clear 

conscience. Bhai get well soon fir party karte hain 

@ Akshay Joshi

Tramp nostalgic ho to paas m h hi aajaio

@ Akshaya Rathore

"u r a very dedicated person i have ever met. u lead 

our team from the front #lions. get well soon bro 

@ Amneet Singh

Alexander Supertramp .Perhaps the most balanced 

person that  I have come across... Chattisgarh is in 

safe hands...." @ Aviroop Sinha

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have beenIn next ten years I would have beenIn next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you hadThings you wish you hadThings you wish you had

A quote you live byA quote you live byA quote you live by

be healthy and fit

fitness trainer

high chee

looking a way to come back to academylooking a way to come back to academylooking a way to come back to academy

should have come here earliershould have come here earliershould have come here earlier

the more u sweat the more u shinethe more u sweat the more u shinethe more u sweat the more u shine

Kumar Nishant

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

15-05-1986

Chhattisgarh

BIT Mesra

nishant5563@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Ramesh Bishnoi
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Always over enthusiastic about everything. Speaks his mind. 

Keeps smiling. Run like the wind-Forest Gump of the batch. 

Watches movies and serials and forget about them almost 

immediately. And Thoda pagal hai" @khagesh 

friend since fc days..hamesha beast mode on rehta hai iska 

@Nishant

determination ki to daad deni padegi simple living and high 

thinking @Nalin

The day after east india tour, he went on a cycle ride to 

mussorrie. thts a true example of fitness freaks. @Naren 

Justice Kumaraswamy, a marathon runner. @Shiva 

Forest Gump who cheats in forestry exams @Satish

get married soon, and dont run away from your wife 

@Sambuddha

Kumar anna  ...My room partner for tours. Extraordinarily 

cooperative and helpful. @ aditya madanpotra

Running machine @ Gunanka

- dedicated and undisputed runner of our batch has been 

partner in studies since my college days @ Ajjaiah

KVA Naidu: The champ of the batch. Known for detective 

skills. Has information on all persons.”

@Sandeep Gundala

Thanks Naidu for being with me in all crimes in 

academy...you are really good friend..@KVA NAIDU

@Nava

Our group's Narada maharshi!! :D Indian Atheletics missed 

you dude.. keep setting the track on fire in future as well! 

@ Ashish Reddy

Short Athlete, makes long satires."

@ GURU SWAMY

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Hope, never loose it.

A veterinary officer

Dr.Ajjaiah sir's running

Better than what I'm now

Lot of money

If you cann’t help others, 

atleast don’t harm them.

Kumaraswamy S R

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

16-02-1987

Maharashtra

Veterinary College, Bidar

dr.kumisr@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Sathish K S

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

live a simple, happy & healthy life

Assistant commandant (AC)

 a good tennis player

few classes & more time in academy

control ego & envious nature, 

u will always be happy

KVA Naidu

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

15-07-1988

Tamilnadu

IIT Roorkee

kvn755.iitr@gmail.com

93 94
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Would do nothing in his life except eating Sambhar and 

following his Cadre Senior very dear to him @Mayank

Don't go by his words, one of the best men by heart! 

@Niraj Kadiyan 

*******ko itna mat kosa kar bhai :P @ Akshaya Rathore

"u r a person with golden heart i should say. though u have 

stopped partying wid us but will always remain one of my very 

good GABRU friend. its good to bring changes in life for a 

better and healthy future. Stay healthy and keep running..

@ Amneet Singh

Mandy!!!! Would you like to have some sambhar and nariyal 

chatni????? @ Ankit Pandey

A curious case when you earn everyone's respect by saying 

most offensive words. What a personality. What a persona.”

@Vivek 

Mast punjabi munda. Best person to approach whenever you 

feel depressed or in any tension. I guarantee, your tensions will 

fade away once you meet him @Sunda

Sir chamake diye hain CD ko @Mandeep

"Mayank Sir is responsible for the revenue growth in aviation 

industry by the way he runs away every weekend and as 

soon as he finds that ticket is costly. And no one gets serious 

if he asks for something because he himself is not."

@ Abhishek Kumar

The person knighted by our batch as 'sir'. Aapke saath kabhi 

koi bore nahi ho sakta. @ AKHIL BANSAL

abhi CD ko chamka k aata hun !!!! @ Ashutosh Jaiswal

Mayank sir magnanimity meets to those of Karna..... Man 

who can be termed tomato as he mixes well with 

everything.... Vipul can further elaborate upon his noble 

deeds!! @ Avinash Kumar

You are not like everyone else. We call you SIR not without a 

reason."  @Vivek

Only Adil can handle you warna jaiswal G, can manage. 

@Vipul

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Eat, sleep and run

Shopkeeper

When my dhoti came off 

during a dance performance

Restaurant Owner

A private island

Live and let live

Mandeep Mittal

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

10th Sep 1988

AGMUT

IIT Delhi

mandeep.iitd@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

The Gabru Gang

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Learn

searching for a job, maybe teaching in 

an institute and earning crore's

Academic Life

thinking what I did in the last 10 years

A guide/mentor

what's gonna happen will happen, 

so just sit back, relax, live and let other's live

Mayank Agrawal

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

26-03-1990

Chhattisgarh

IIT DELHI

xplore.mayank26@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Course Director

95 96
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Photographer, Artist, Versatile sportsman-

Football, Volleyball, Hockey, Javelin-You name 

it. Koot Koot ke talent bhara hai Launde"  

@Khagesh 

too much talent in one person;always performs 

under "pressure" 

@Nalin

Amazing guy. A real pool of many talents – be 

it drawing, creativity, poetry, not to forget 

sports etc. spent lot of time playing hockey 

together. 

@ Bhaskar Bharti

He laughs first, speaks later 

@ Himanshu Bagri

Artist, sportsperson, photographer-Bahumukhi 

Pratibha ke Dhani. Always game to explore- 

was great to have him in the same group on all 

tours.

@Umar

 

You taught how to balance Personal and 

Professional life. 

@Rajeev

painter, photographer, sportsman 

@Sumait

Nalin yadav is very enthusiastic about exploring all 

restaurant during all the tour. We both have good time 

during our tours. He accompanied me and we tried all good 

restaurant. You are very jolly, energetic and lively friend.

@Neeraj Kumar

Punjab ki shaan hai ye launda. Ab police ki company me 

logo ke Baal khinchega. The fittest person on the planet. 

khana pina sab chod diya hai Bhai ne. Simple , modest and a 

very good friend...

@ Akshay Joshi...

My movie and gym partner .i am sure u vl miss me in gym

@ Ajjaiah

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

getting paid for being with nature..

Sailing across oceans..

sailing....sailing.....sailing....

Canon 1Dx mark 11 with all L-series lenses

Sorry..quotes are good for essays only....;)

Mukesh Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

10-05-1986

Jharkhand

Marines Engineering and 

Research Institute, Kolkata

mkmarines@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Buddies of E-top

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

do what you want to do.

Buisnessman

Exams

punjabii :P

personal theatre

Live and Let Live

Nalin Yadav

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

14-07-1989

Punjab

Jaypee University of 

Information Technology

nalinyadav.ny@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Joshi
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My Preparation senior ! My Interview mate ! My batchmate 

! My brother ! One person with multi-faceted role !! whoelse 

can do this extra-terrestrial activity other than the born 

JUNGLE TREKKER !! :p :P :) Nallavan taan but knjam 

kusumbu kaaran ( Tamil ) ;) @Ragul

Always has a question, sometimes sensible ;P 

Always has an answer, sometimes right ;P

@ Arun Vignesh

Very amazing person. True forester, only forester of our 

batch. We had some of best parties together. Be in touch 

buddy.

@ Bhaskar Bharti

A Fake Forester, Aspiring to be a True One. @Satish

Narenthiran - Are you free? @Santosh G

 

Narentheran GG: Only guy from Mettupalayam and a true 

forester. Known for his cool and confident approach. Some 

times a bit too confident. LOL. @Sandeep Gundala

should learn to chill out bro! life will end soon! 

@Sambuddha 

@NARENTHERAN GG: a teacher-turned-friend-turned-

entertainer who could always come up with a performance 

worth watching or mocking

@Prem 

Khanduuu....the most energetic person I've 

ever met....maybe Revital should hire you in 

place of Salman Khan

@Pankaj

Most energetic an happy person of the batch

@Prakhar

Always full of energy and one word always 

comes from him "Of course Yar" - Naveen 

Khandelwal

@Meena

"Naveen Khandelwal Most energetic an 

happy person of the batch" @Prakhar 

Tu mera bhaii ni h? best person in batch. 

Just a phone call away. Saved me from hell 

of GLship in VOF tour. Apne batch ka tour 

operator and accountant, along with Poker 

Mishra @Aditya Madanpotra 

Khaaaandu! Never seen anyone as 

optimistic as you. One of my favorite people 

in the academy, this guy is always up for 

almost anything! I'll miss you bro :)"

@ Cheshta Singh

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Enjoy everyday

A Farmer or Globetrotter

MCT officer and his family looking for Prem.

More humorous and a Sportsman.

More time in Academy

If u love the forest, then get off the bed 

and go there everyday possible.

Narentheran. GG

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

22-05-1989

Andhra Pradesh

Forestry college & research Institute 

Mettupalayam

narentheran22@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Arun Vignesh and Pradyumn Gaurav

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

To appreciate the gifts of nature.

Software engineer /Entrepreneur

Wildlife Viva Voice on tree house

Young budding Naturalist

Time Machine

Happiness is inside you.

Naveen Khandelwal

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

05-07-1990

Uttarpradesh

IIT Delhi

nkhandelwal.ifs@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Prakhar Misra
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Dhavak..... as he is known to run away 

with medals which Tuskers only think of 

@Vikas 

In first meeting you can figure out his 

region but not his personality. Many of 

us did mistakes in judging his 

personality on first encounter. A really 

good person and above all a really good 

leader and team player. Best runner of 

our batch. Really 'DHAWAK'. @Sunda

Bhaag Sardar Bhaag , Motivator for 

Running and sports

@Suresh 

"KTP, crazy wala, of our group. 

#Navneet" @Raj

Dadda ka dard to hum hi samjhte hain,dont leave hope:) @Nalin 

the best rommie, Football lover @Naveen

An occasional football buff who in his plentiful spare time is a movie 

fanatic, When not peeled to a screen his unending stream of PJs and 

masterful mimickery makes u break out into peels of laughter @ 

Dharamveer Meena

Exams ka Sathi ! Very very kiddish at times but a real mentor ! 

Ladies' man ! @ Gaurav Sharma

Because of him we passed all exams - Neeraj Kumar @Meena 

Ever ready to go with me for a 'Tapri wali Chai' outside the campus.  

@Neeraj @Rajeev

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have beenIn next ten years I would have beenIn next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you hadThings you wish you hadThings you wish you had

A quote you live byA quote you live byA quote you live by

Have some leisure time and play 

football or go for a long trek

Still serving the Government of 

India at some other post

Rajesh Darade explaining Pythagoras 

theorem in class

Did not give a thought to itDid not give a thought to itDid not give a thought to it

No such wish listNo such wish listNo such wish list

Healthy mind lives in a healthy bodyHealthy mind lives in a healthy bodyHealthy mind lives in a healthy body

Navneet Singh

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

10-08-1990

Jammu Kashmir

Delhi college of Engineering

navneet.dangi10@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime isIn Academy my partner in crime isIn Academy my partner in crime is

My guru is manda.Partners are Sunda, My guru is manda.Partners are Sunda, 

Raj, Vikas and ParveenRaj, Vikas and Parveen

My guru is manda.Partners are Sunda, 

Raj, Vikas and Parveen

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

“The best things in life are the things 

that we cannot buy with money.”

I would have been teaching in 

civil service coaching.

Rajesh explaining forest biometry in class.

Let the future be a mystery, 

don't even care to guess it.

I wish I allowed myself to be a child.

Happiness does not depend on what you 

have or who you are, it solely relies on 

what you think' - Buddha

Neeraj Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

23rd March

Gujarat

IIT Guwahati

neeraj.kumar023@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Gaurav Garg and Aditya madan potra

101 102
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Neha Friend from LBSNAA. Helpful, full of life. 

Cadremate as well!! 

@Amit

Best partner in good works.

@Adhar Gupta

Combines beauty with brains. ....Has 

leadership qualities. I am sure you will make a 

wonderful officer...

@Aditya Madanpotra

It's been more than two years since I have 

known her. An amazing mix of free spirit, 

fearlessness and kind heart. Was lucky to have 

her as a neighbor."

@ Cheshta Singh

@Neha Srivastava: Rebel, straightforward, 

caring . good luck

@Pushpa

She will dance, she will jog, she will top exams 

and yet she will always be there for you as 

that caring wonderful friend who would 

always keep you happy...  Her Khichdi and 

Biryani is something one could die for... :) 

@ Gaurav Garg

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

A quote you live by

Let things go.

A cafe owner/baker/chef

Every statement of Vipul Pandey

Happy

I am just a speck in this infinite Universe. 

So it is better to set priorities than attempting 

to have whole universe on my shoulders

Neha Srivastava

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

02.03.1990

Jharkhand

Padmashree Dr. D. Y Patil University, 

Navi Mumbai

neha.srivastava0103@gmail.com
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The master of social media

@Navneet  

The secretary! Brilliant fun loving chap, looks 

rather reserved, but once you are good friends, 

he's a fun person to hang out with...

@ Akash Deep Badhawan

"i got to know about u only towards the end of 

the training but it was worth it. such a sensible 

and polite person u r despite ur fame. 

@ Amneet Singh

Face of the batch(to the outside world) 

admirably known as Secretary sahab 

@Vikas

"secretary sahab knows everyone. #Kaswan”

@Raj Kumar

Saangla, Dont use too much camouflage, you may become Saangla, Dont use too much camouflage, you may become 

invisible one day. @Sathishinvisible one day. @Sathish

She will bet her life for a basketball, binoculars and a She will bet her life for a basketball, binoculars and a 

Thunderbird! @Divya BharathiThunderbird! @Divya Bharathi

A lively and lovely person....what else? @Poonam @TodkarA lively and lovely person....what else? @Poonam @Todkar

Sports star Poonam Pate. @ShivaSports star Poonam Pate. @Shiva

Madam ki baat hi alag hai... Jitni badi sportstar hain , utni hi Madam ki baat hi alag hai... Jitni badi sportstar hain , utni hi 

bindaas dancer...  Sincerity, hard work ya masti -- she gives here bindaas dancer...  Sincerity, hard work ya masti -- she gives here 

100 percent in everything... @Gaurav Garg100 percent in everything... @Gaurav Garg

Saangla, Dont use too much camouflage, you may become 

invisible one day. @Sathish

She will bet her life for a basketball, binoculars and a 

Thunderbird! @Divya Bharathi

A lively and lovely person....what else? @Poonam @Todkar

Sports star Poonam Pate. @Shiva

Madam ki baat hi alag hai... Jitni badi sportstar hain , utni hi 

bindaas dancer...  Sincerity, hard work ya masti -- she gives here 

100 percent in everything... @Gaurav Garg

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

be with friends

Farmer

 

 

be happy.

keep on partying

Parveen Kaswan

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

15th June

West Bengal

IISc Bangalore

ParveenKaswan@gmail.com

 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Travel

into Agriculture

Established traveller and trekker

Pate Poonam 

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

21st December 1991

Maharashtra

College of Agriculture, Pune

poonampate2191@gmail.com
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bohat mehant karta hai ladka; and of course u are a "pure veg” 

@Nalin

He will do all the nautanki with you but will remain good boy in 

everyones books. the Wingman who nvr shows up wn u need one. 

@Narendran

My Timber Kofmandi @Sathish

We share a lot between us - UPSC preparation days, cadre, extra-

curricular activities, retirement date too :P . There are many 

cherishable moments with u in IGNFA. Starting from running on 

ground, culturals, playing hockey together, random gossipping etc. 

Meghotsav - Cultural 2017 was a high point with you. Thanks for 

giving me opportunity to play lead role and being a support in 

background. I know how much effort u had put in that one play - 

'Ishaare'. Apna saath abhi lamba chalega. see you in Bihar :)

@ Bhaskar Bharti

Can manage anything in no time .The chaat and movie lover 

@Naveen

Prakhar has solution for all problems in world. you can negotiates 

anything with anyone. For you, problems are not stop sign but they 

are guidelines. @Neeraj Kumar

tumhare bina ab cheezein kaise manage hongi....now who would 

accompany me for that late night snack :-P @Pankaj

Koi load nahi .... koi load nahi !!!! Sab Mange hon jaye ga :) :)"

@ Ashutosh Jaiswal

Extremely talented and smart guy. The go to person for almost 

anything. An amazing person with an indomitable spirit."

@ Cheshta Singh

Arnab Goswami is known to have taken clandestine lessons from him 

in debating. Known for his managerial acumen reflected in his 

flawless hotel booking management and wiser beyond years attitude. 

And his multiprocessing skills will put even Chahcha Choudhary to 

shame :)" 

@ Dharamveer Meena

Most logical, intelligent and helpful faccha in the batch - Prakhar 

Mishra 

@Meena

Dynamite hain ye humare batch ke.... Mr. Know it all... Full of energy...  

With him impossible is nothing...."No matter what you may ask for, he 

would cheer you up with his "pakka pakka pakka pakka " :)

@Gaurav Garg

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

know the real meaning of happiness.

in some other government job

during presentations by Pushpa and Dhanraj

a better person. I hope.

I wish I played a few more sports at the academy

Happiness is inside you.

Pradyumn Gaurav

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

8th October

Bihar

IIT-BHU, Varanasi

pradyumngaurav@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Crime? What crime?

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Sleep

Teacher 

No idea

Option to eat unlimited

Eat, sleep and be happy !!!

Prakhar Misra

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

11-01-1993

Uttar Pradesh

Indian Institute of Technology Delhi

misrapmisra@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Naveen & Pankaj
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bohat mehant karta hai ladka; and of course u are a "pure veg” 

@Nalin

He will do all the nautanki with you but will remain good boy in 

everyones books. the Wingman who nvr shows up wn u need one. 

@Narendran

My Timber Kofmandi @Sathish

We share a lot between us - UPSC preparation days, cadre, extra-

curricular activities, retirement date too :P . There are many 

cherishable moments with u in IGNFA. Starting from running on 

ground, culturals, playing hockey together, random gossipping etc. 

Meghotsav - Cultural 2017 was a high point with you. Thanks for 

giving me opportunity to play lead role and being a support in 

background. I know how much effort u had put in that one play - 

'Ishaare'. Apna saath abhi lamba chalega. see you in Bihar :)

@ Bhaskar Bharti

Can manage anything in no time .The chaat and movie lover 

@Naveen

Prakhar has solution for all problems in world. you can negotiates 

anything with anyone. For you, problems are not stop sign but they 

are guidelines. @Neeraj Kumar

tumhare bina ab cheezein kaise manage hongi....now who would 

accompany me for that late night snack :-P @Pankaj

Koi load nahi .... koi load nahi !!!! Sab Mange hon jaye ga :) :)"

@ Ashutosh Jaiswal

Extremely talented and smart guy. The go to person for almost 

anything. An amazing person with an indomitable spirit."

@ Cheshta Singh

Arnab Goswami is known to have taken clandestine lessons from him 

in debating. Known for his managerial acumen reflected in his 

flawless hotel booking management and wiser beyond years attitude. 

And his multiprocessing skills will put even Chahcha Choudhary to 

shame :)" 

@ Dharamveer Meena

Most logical, intelligent and helpful faccha in the batch - Prakhar 

Mishra 

@Meena

Dynamite hain ye humare batch ke.... Mr. Know it all... Full of energy...  

With him impossible is nothing...."No matter what you may ask for, he 

would cheer you up with his "pakka pakka pakka pakka " :)

@Gaurav Garg

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

know the real meaning of happiness.

in some other government job

during presentations by Pushpa and Dhanraj

a better person. I hope.

I wish I played a few more sports at the academy

Happiness is inside you.

Pradyumn Gaurav

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

8th October

Bihar

IIT-BHU, Varanasi

pradyumngaurav@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Crime? What crime?
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One first thing that comes in front of me , when i hear his name " 

Youngest IFS officer of India of the world of the universe " :p :p Though 

Oba ( Sathish ) coined this phrase !! ;) My kurumbu thambi @Ragul

"Youngest officer of the Batch. Energetic and playful boy. Reads a lot. 

Thinks clearly and logically. Best among the best. I will always decode 

your Poem about the Purity of the Earth ;) @ Arun Vignesh

Creative and intelligent @ Vijayakumar Elumalai

Follower of Women @Sathish

Pyam, Prem, Love, Kadhal mannan @Santosh G

A tiger with deer heart @Kommu

When your creativity reaches peaks, we get gems like 

RSKMani ;-) @ Ashish Reddy

Darling of all @ Gunanka 

A STRONG Fragrance." @ GURU SWAMY

The Darling of the Batch. The person whom we can 

approach any time to get any help." @Chethan

  

Pushpa Kumar: He is the true fire of the batch (close 

friends will understand) . Very passionate and sensitive 

person.” @Sandeep Gundala

PUSHPA : Arrey Yebba, Jaffa, The mobile tower, An 

awesome mix of short-temper and fun

@Prem

  

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

make people smile

a film-maker

the entire probation period

crazier

sense and sensibility

Laugh heartily and also have the 

heart to get laughed at

Prem Kumar R

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

16th June 1994

AGMUT

CEG, ANNA UNIVERSITY

premkumar160694@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

E Vijayakumar

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

talk to your friends.

Entrepreneur

Playing on the beaches of Andaman

Enjoying the service

wings(want to fly to different places)

Try and try until u Succeed

Pushpa Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

16th october 1982

Uttar Pradesh

Sri Vidyaniketan Engineering College

k.pushpakumar@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Shravan Reddy

111 112
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Fittest of all and tennis champ who forgot to play as the training 

came to an end

@Vikas

Dekhte hi pata chalta hai, DU ka product hai. Learnt a lot from him 

about fashion.Parveen: Most famous personality of our batch. Not 

only forest officials, even bureaucrates from other services and 

politicians follow him on twitter.

@Sunda

Model of our Batch , ह�रयाणा का शेर

@Suresh

Jeevan me ek hi funda- live and let live.

@Navneet

"A true CHAI-vinist Rajeev ji cant live without his chai. Has the 

strongest of opinion on random issues.  @Khagesh 

Person of integrity and thought with a lot of ideas                            

@Vijay Shankar Pandey

Best known for his one-liners @Mukesh

My tea partner Rajeev Ranjan. You are ideal and torch-bearer for 

us. I will miss the walk for tea from hostel to panditwari. You very 

honest, selfless, inspirational and admirable.” @Neeraj Kumar

U are more like a coconut – hard from appearance but tender from 

heart. Very funny. A big fan of Sheldon Cooper quotes. Expert of 

one liners. A person who can walk Kms to just have a sip of warm 

cup of TEA.  @ Bhaskar Bharti

Connoisseur of tapri ki chai..he might publish a book on the same 

in future @ Himanshu Bagri

Inke life ke fundae ekdum clear Hain. Every minute detail has been 

worked and re-worked through. Also,loves group study :D @ Rajeev 

Ranjan @Umar

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Keep yourself busy.

I don't think that much.

whether mess should be closed, 

during Ministry attachment, or not.

Life is unpredictable hard to guess

A BMW.

hume malum hai jannat ki hakikat lekin,

Dil ko khush rakhane ke liye khayal acha hai.

Raj Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

11th, Feb

Haryana

Ahir College, Rewari

rajkumardushad@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

IFS Batch, 2016

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Balance Professional life with Personal life

Writing Computer Code on Computers

PT sessions

Writing Books

Bullet Bike in Academy

Be You, World will Adjust

Rajeev Ranjan

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

15th January

BIHAR

IIT Roorkee

rajeevdotiitr@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Umar and Mukesh

113 114
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The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Enjoy every moment!!

A successful businessman

Pythagoras theorem

Good at sports and winning medals for cadre!!

Continue staying with friends together

This too shall pass

Rajesh Darade

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

10 Januray

Manipur

MIT Pune

rajeshddarade@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Amit Nikam and P.G.Gardi

Rajesh Anna, your room A-4 was our 

Adda of Parties. Most composed, 

always smiling and jivabhavacha 

friend. Khup lamb challays yaar,kalji 

ghe. 

@Amit

Annasaheb....Visionary Personality, 

Always smiling,True to his 

words,Learned many things from him. 

How one has to be calm and cool in 

any situation,he is perfect example.

@ GARDI POPAT GANPATRAO

@ Raja bhau, I must appreciate your 

skill of making innovating sounds 

during ice-hole dipping and ice 

rolling.. despite being overloaded, the 

way you were cooking for me was 

most amazing thing.

@Sumant
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wish you all the best in your career and thank you for  everything. 

@Kezang

Friend since we met during walking test and a friend forever 

@Nishant

Ladka ekdum heera hai and zabardast ktp @Nalin 

Every weekend activity - Bhai aaj masta soya yaar soch raha hun 

Goa chala jaun, UPSC phir se likhna padega shayad" @Poonam

Only Bishnoi on this earth who follows all 29 rules .....kaise kar leta 

hai bhai tu itna...hehe.... @Abhilasha Singh 

A true Marwari. Hope ki kabhi mere sath bhi movie chaloge and 

hamare sath bhi party karoge... @ Akshay Joshi

jaan mang le bhai"@Yashi 

Bol dia maine, keh dia maine. Jab tak bishnoi tera nam rahega, Har 

ek GG badnam rahega. @Vipul

Bhai... chai pe charcha kabh karenge.... we had a best time 

gossiping about all people in academy...you are true friend man

@Nava 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

believe in your subconscious mind

into organic farming

whole training was a comedy show

fluent in malayalam

kuch nhi....moksh mil gaya

Only the actions of the just Smell 

sweet and blossom in their dust.

Ramesh Bishnoi

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

7th May

Kerala

BITS Goa

joy.bishnoi@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Yeshi Tshering
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Thanks for the awesome food @Prakhar

A really dear friend. One of my first friends in the academy. Will 

miss you buddy!" @Cheshta Singh

The official gastronome of the batch. An adroit mess secretary 

keeping the taste buds of the officers excited. But what generates 

more excitement are the gossips and controversies he finds himself 

in." @Dharamveer Meena

One of the smartest people I ever met! A great mess secretary!  

Speaks his heart out ! @Gaurav Sharma

He is the only mess secy who I have always seen happy and 

laughing.... Gazab ki tolerance and optimism hai ladke mei... Also 

very hard working.. . A fun loving person who is forever ready to 

party...  Rajasthan mei bhi sath mei fun karenge bhai... :)

@Gaurav Garg

silent accomplisher who knows what makes real sound

@Kommu

One saving grace of our Telugu gang... true FORESTER!! :D

@Ashish Reddy

a Super cool family man.Your silent punch lines are 

legendary. Never rejects a request for help and thanks mama 

for taking my constant pestering patiently. All the very best 

to your future endeavours. 

@Sunil

Nava Kishore Reddy: A calm and cool person. Very 

cooperative when you ask him for a help. His witty and 

eccentric jokes, will take time to understand. He is the 'true 

Mafia' in Mafia game.

@Sandeep Gundala

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

do tours

Civil Servant

Role of Joshi bhai and Prakhar during play

Will be in more love with nature and 

accomplish as much as possible

Good badminton court and gym at the 

starting of my journey at academy

When you are inspired by some great purpose, 

your mind transcends limitations and you find 

yourself in a great, new and wonderful world.

Ravi Kumar Meena

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

3rd January 

Rajasthan

IIT Delhi

ravi.meena31@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Gaurav Sharma

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Being loved by others

Agricultural scientist

Better human being...

Learned marathi before going to cadre

Balance your personal and professional life

S Navakishore Reddy

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

11th August 1988

Maharashtra

Indian Agricultural Research Institute, 

New Delhi

navakishore89@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

All telugu gang

121 122
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Lacks sanity and a leech

@ Adhar Gupta

What a roomie!! exceptional persona

@ Rajesh Darade

@Gundala Composed person, you are mischievously polite.

@Amit

GS saab, you are the Genious , Na bootho na bhavishyath.  

You are David Attenborough to me."

@ GURU SWAMY

The knowledge repository of the batch. He is right person to 

get some very interesting stories and he narrates them so 

well. 

@Chethan

the Forgotten General secretary of the batch :P. True 

Wikipedia on move and seems to know something about 

everything. A guy with a big ears and tons of patience for 

long conversations. An expert in Mensuration of human body 

and the statistics he has is legendary. You are a genuine 

friend with a soft heart. Lets rock in the cadre. 

@Sunil

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Drink beer by the beach and play football

A fisherman in Goa, doing the best things in life

Avoiding running during PT

Bankrupt

Hugh Hefner's mansion

"Nature does not hurry, yet everything 

is accomplished" - Lao Tzu

Sambuddha Majumder

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

13th October 1988

Kerala

Delhi College of Engineering

s.majumder1988@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

SP Suthan

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Have nice relations, like friends and family.

in some other service or went abroad.

Dinner tables in the mess.

A bit old.

Content.

Do Good, Be Good.

Sandeep K. Gundala

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

15th October

Andhra Pradesh

Osmania University

sandeepkrupakar@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

The Telugu gang.
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Person who spends the most time in hostel.... even more than 

caretaker and guards combined  Favourite of the faculties!" 

@Poonam

Coolest guy of our batch,...east india tour was fun yaar....

@ Abhilasha Singh

Partner in crime @ Adhar Gupta

More chillax than adhar :P @ Akshaya Rathore

You are a true rebel buddy.. just EPIC :P @ Ashish Reddy

Sandeep Pratty a genuine guy and friend. Everybody loves him for 2 

reasons.Number 1 is that he is always jovial and friendly and 

Number 2 is that he is true pain in the a** for all the faculty 

especially our CD. He takes daily dose of green and encourages one 

tribal product(True Forester).This smart ass doesn't know how to 

lose in Poker except for once in Valencia.I wish all the patience and 

grit to Odisha Forest Department :P @Sunil

The guy who gives the least f**** @Sambuddha

Deeiiiiiii na IARI la ... !! 

Santy bro, one individual who has his own case study with all 

events which other individuals experiences in his entire life :p 

! Non-egoistic person with a very bad habit- " Anytime 

Helping Tendency " :) ! From my heart, Its tough to see a 

good-hearted person like you !

@Regaul

The most innocent and ignorant adult i ve ever met in my life

"Sincerity overloaded.... Never sleeps in class..! Helps those 

who seek it....... Knows a lot about Plants......

@Naren

Sincere Sigamani, Plant Doctor, Thala... Engal Anna..!!

@ Arun Vignesh

Brotherly and hardened....
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In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Live it

Chaiwala and then next PM

Darade explaining Pythagoras theorem to CD

happy if I don't mess things up

Nothing

Relax and enjoy life

Sandeep Pratty

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

12th October

Odisha

IIT Madras

sandeep.pratty89@gmail.com
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which incident to share (Thinking......)

Good Officer

Home cadre

Try to help others to the maximum extent

Santhosh Kumar G

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

2nd April

Karnataka

Tamil Nadu Agricultural University (TNAU), 

Coimbatore, Indian Agricultural Research 

Institute (IARI), PUSA, New Delhi

santhosg@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

secret not to be revealed
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Determined & Strong @Sathish

He can fight any odds in life. U taught me nvr to give up. @Naren

Mama, I sometimes really feel that your true love is Gundala :P You 

should really pen down your Working Plan story... especially the 

DOLI part :D @ Ashish Reddy

The Fighter of our Batch. Despite suffering a severe fracture, he was 

so persistent, he fought the odds, recovered soon and completed all 

tours with the batch. Hats off to you man.  @Chethan

Santhosh Reddy: We know him by the name Captain. Very 

competitive. Very knowledgeable person. Grandmaster of quiz 

competition. @Sandeep Gundala

Very talented guy with pumping emotions...one of the most 

interesting guy i ever met in my life @Nava

Extra ordinary guy with immense talent @Pushpa

Santosh bhai personifies the never say die attitude everyone talks 

about.... Such clarity in thoughts, such rational thinking, such 

perseverance and determination is something very rare...  Having 

any discussion with him is always a delight... :)

@Gaurav Garg

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

 

 

 

Santosh Reddy

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

25.01.1984

AGMUT

IIT Kharagpur

santoshreddy007in@gmail.com

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

sit along the lawn and sip coffee

a mechanical engineer

sports meet relay

a seasoned bureaucrat

1 more year at Academy

Peace begins with a Smile.

Shivashankar E

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

25th January

Karnataka

PES University, Bengaluru

saiegowda@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Gunanka D B

Friend since fc days..wi;; never fail u 

@Nishant 

Database; if you need any information about any civil servant just 

contact him. Miss you bhai...... 

@Kumaraswamy 

KTP of our batch 

@ Gunanka

Whiz kid ,body builder and database .this guy is lucky enough to get 

the tips for body building from me 

@ Ajjaiah

Gajab hai yar, sahi hai yar ,baai.You are bright future of Indian

@Vipul

To do research 

Scientist 

Sudan
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Shravan Kumar Reddy

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

 

 

 

 

The coolest guy of the batch. Always optimistic, never seen 

him worry over a thing."Vijay Sunda -- Best Roomie ever. The 

person whom we can approach

@Chethan

Great roommate but mama's boy, laziest person but always 

there to help, chocolate boy, prince of warangal, eager to 

marry but still single, my financial advisor but bankrupt in 

himself.. @Shravan kumar

@Sumant

"Sravan Kumar: Heart-throbe of many. A very loving and 

humorous person. 

@Sandeep Gundala

You are like my family member mama...very curious guy 

..tough to understand@SHRAVAN KUMAR R

@Nava

Your sudden disappearances during the day have always 

been a mystery :D Had you been in a different wing you 

could have at least escaped from the prying eyes of Naidu :P

@ Ashish Reddy

He is that energetic friend who would get ready for anything 

and everything... Dancing, bunking, posing and travelling... 

Have some amazing memories together... The saga continues 

in cadre now... :)

@Gaurav Garg

13th August

Rajasthan

IIT Guwhati

shravan.rondla@gmail.com

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Being happy, being alive

Research in  my graduation stream

When we were all drunk during  seniors farewell 

Visited many more places

Ate less and  played more 

Yesterday is history, today is mystery 

live your life today

In Academy my partner in crime is

KVA Naidu

My neighbour, Plays some computer games, Sleeps so easily in 

class... Miss u man. 

@Kumaraswamy

Eat-sleep-gym repeat,chhod do yaar.... just sleep" @Poonam

A wonderful and beautiful person at heart. Always smiling and 

ready to help. Had a great time with him in the academy. Lucky 

to have him as a friend."  @Pradyumn 

Keep rocking my fren" "KS. Satish mr. Omama of our batch. 

hehehe" @Yashi

Jovial as ever Dr Sathish. @Shiva

thambi IGNFA endha oorla irukku@Santosh G 

Listens to you, does what he wants anyway

@Sambuddha 

The superhero who has come to show the world what really 

matter - SLEEP and FOOD @Prem

"Eats a lot..! Sleeps a lot..!! Plays a lot (PC Games)..!!! Cool 

attitude and sportive personality. Tech savvy. You never denied 

that you own a waterfalls ;P

@ Arun Vignesh

Sleeping ability sitting next to Director

@Gunanka

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Be happy

Preparing for it 

Narendran GG

10 years older

Lot of  gaming software

Double quotes 

Sathish K  S 

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

23rd November

Maghalaya

VIT 

k.satishh@gmail.com

 

In Academy my partner in crime is

Suthan SP
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A person well known and respected for his 

punch lines and awesome volleyball skills 

@Khagesh

Conscience keeper of Buddies @Mukesh

Sachha Bihari. Very deceptive and comical – 

hard to decipher when u become serious or 

funny. Long distance runner. Sumit to SumitJi 

wala transition is a mystery.

@ Bhaskar Bharti

he doesnt do straight talk. his every line has 

sarcasm..

@ Himanshu Bagri

Still trying to decipher when that line between 

seriousness and humour gets blurred. @Sumit 

Kumar 

@Umar

I am never able to find out when he is joking 

and when he is serious.  @Sumit

@Rajeev

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

sleep peacefully

a engineer

Holi of 2018. Though I missed it.

i dont plan for so long

energy and communication skills of NAMO

You got one life to live. So I'm living 

it the way I want to live it.

Sumit Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

5th February  

Maharashtra

IIT Kharagpur

sumitkumarraj@gmail.com

 

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Let go of trying to control everything

Who the hell is interested in thinking

1. Rajesh Darade explaining Pythagorean 

theorem in Biometry class, 

2. Vijay shankar"s stage performance

Present moment is life itself, entire 

life only happens in this moment.

Machine to pause time

Sumant Subhashrao Solanke

DOB

Cadre

Alma Mater

E-Mail

8th May 1991

Maharashtra

WCE, Sangli

sumant.solanke@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Shravan kumar

�कतना भी try करो दो�त, िजंदगीमे कछ ना कछ छटेगा ज�र । ु ु ु

तो जहाँ है वह� का मजा लेत ेहै ना ।

@Sumant Bhaiyya, you are always helpful. Sorry for 

disturbing West India Tour due to my Loud snoring!! All 

rounder buddy.

@Amit

Bhaiya (Sumant Solanke).. passionate, hard working 

personality, panctual.. lovely mehuna (brother in law)

@GARDI POPAT GANPATRAO

131 132
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Nice, decent and sincere guy ,who always try to improve himself

@ Abhishek Bhushan

पांडे जी की गद�न िजतनी झकी है ���� उतना ही सीधा है | ु
और चेहरे का गोरापन तो इतना की फेयरनेस �ीम के �चार म � इलाज-के-बाद 

वाल ेरोल म� आत ेह�|

That's it Man..:) @ Abhishek Kumar

A very nice and humble guy whom you can rely upon during 

exams and while submitting assignments. Best of luck pandeyji in 

your future endeavours @ Aditya Narayan

Wears heart at his sleeve. Always ready to debate. No regrets. 

Excited about everything technical.. @Arsalan 

I would love to continue debates which we left midway during 

each tour. बस खुद debate कर रहे हो और खुद ही िजत रहे हो य े आदत 

छोड दो  @Sumant

The motivator and The Facilitator.  @Rajeev

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Make others happy

Technocrate

Aviroop

More dynamic

Machine to reverse the clock

Change should be continuous and progressive

Vijay Shankar Pandey

DOB

Cadre

Alma Matter

E-Mail

21st February 

Rajasthan

NIT Warangal

vijayshankar.nitw@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Aviroop
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Tu to Sunda ko b cross kr gya bhai!!! @Navneet

Taking word perfection by heart, he has notched upon every 

possible skill. Ideological elder brother.IFS's singham. Bihar me 

vikash ki jarurat hai. @ Avinash Kumar

Really gem of a person. Has a knack for sports. In a month he 

became good in lot of games. Crazy about badminton. @Sunda

Champion of Badminton before marriage , शादी के बाद ईद का चाँद" 

@Suresh

"Cry without any reason #Vikas Ahlawat" @Raj

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Enjoy the Life as it is....

IAS

Vipul's Wowww and Rajesh Bhai's Pythagoras..

A more humble human being

i don't think i miss anything

Live and let live

Vikas Ahlawat

DOB

Cadre

Alma Matter

E-Mail

13th March

Bihar

YMCAUST

vikas133ahlawat@gmail.com

 

Divided by generation !! But united by 

character !! :p GLASSic mate :) @Ragul

Ivar oru nadamaadum Coorporate company. 

@Sathish

"Best bowler of the Batch, highly 

experienced, King of Excel, Cool guy...@ 

Arun Vignesh

@E VIJAY & @SANTHOSH G: two unique 

pieces with vast experience and zero ego, 

two polar opposites, two elders to listen to 

@Prem

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Eat and sleep

I don't want to be identified with anything

 I can't look for

Nothing

This too will pass away

Vijaya Kumar Elumalai

DOB

Cadre

Alma Matter

E-Mail

1st May 

West Bengal

GCE Salem Tamil nadu

vijayrenault@yahoo.com
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Duniye itne slow kyu hai @Mayank

You can turn anything into a bed! @Niraj Kadiyan 

�ागी दा के बारे म� जनिहत म� जारी : इनका रैम भल ेही ंछोटा �तीत होता है, 

हाड� िड� िवल�ण है | यहा ँतक की �ागी दा भी अपनी �ितभा स ेअनिभ� ह� |

एक बार िविकपीिडया और गूगल म � बहस �ई की कौन �ान का बड़ा �ोत है ? 

तो बोल िदया िबशनोई ने, �ागी दा ह� |

@ Abhishek Kumar

Best human being anyone can meet. Tortoise, but can beat any 

hare anyday.Suggestion increase your public presence.

@Vipul

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

live it with people

anything

Vipul Pandey

smarter

A Wishlist.

Hence Proved.

Vivek Kumar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Matter

E-Mail

15th July
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Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur

tyagi.vivek1009@gmail.com

In Academy my partner in crime is

Yeshi Tshering

aka Snake, it's difficult to assess when he would stop being one aka Snake, it's difficult to assess when he would stop being one 

@Mayank @Mayank 

We don't witness many circuses today because you entered IFS. We don't witness many circuses today because you entered IFS. 

@Niraj Kadiyan@Niraj Kadiyan

Hey babes...keep sharing gossips....E5 se B5 tak ka communication Hey babes...keep sharing gossips....E5 se B5 tak ka communication 

jari rahna chahiye.... @Abhilasha Singhjari rahna chahiye.... @Abhilasha Singh
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exchanged their names and today the art is called comedy..           exchanged their names and today the art is called comedy..           
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Living database.Combination of BBC and Aajtak. Google's Google. Living database.Combination of BBC and Aajtak. Google's Google. 

Heartthrob of millions.Most eligible bachelor. Unmatched Heartthrob of millions.Most eligible bachelor. Unmatched 

popularity.  Yaar Vipul isse jyada tarif karne k 100 rupees extra popularity.  Yaar Vipul isse jyada tarif karne k 100 rupees extra 

lagenge!!" @ Avinash Kumarlagenge!!" @ Avinash Kumar

Vipul Gossip Pandey...& ..Chit Chat King,... but with Street Vipul Gossip Pandey...& ..Chit Chat King,... but with Street 

Smartness to make it big..." @ Aviroop SinhaSmartness to make it big..." @ Aviroop Sinha

“On a serious note, you are kind of a person people miss in their “On a serious note, you are kind of a person people miss in their 

happy times.”@Vivekhappy times.”@Vivek

Comedian Lawyer of our batch well known for his wowwwy nature Comedian Lawyer of our batch well known for his wowwwy nature 

@Vikas@Vikas

Most funniest guy on campus. Very resourceful person, has a Most funniest guy on campus. Very resourceful person, has a 

network of little birds spread all over the campus. @Sundanetwork of little birds spread all over the campus. @Sunda
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One of the best human beings I met....... Bye Motu all trhe best for 

your future @Kumaraswamy

Our papa polar bear!More Indian than anyone else @Poonam

Mote.......huge,bulky,awesome guy...favourite of everyone.....(bahut 

taarif ho gayi...i am coming to BHUTAN within few years ..you 

better host me mote...and yess ..one more suggestion ..stop killing 

INDIANS by your farts...)@Abhilasha Singh 

Polar Bear...@ Adhar Gupta

Yeshi Oye puttar!!!! The best booster in volleyball..... Atleast for 

me.....@ Ankit Pandey

My friend from Bhutan, you will always be Bhai for me and all. 

Tere bhai ne bol diya ye tujhko....." " @Vivek

@yeshi Tshering: cool, ever smiling. But Bhutan may be suffering 

from starvation because of this guy in future. (hahaha) @Pushpa

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

Best Comedy in academy was

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

live

proud farmer

yes yes yes hehehehehe

little wiser

Time

There is nothing permanent except change

Yeshi Tshering

DOB

Cadre

Alma Matter

E-Mail

7th February

Foreign Trainee Bhutan

Dr. Yashwant Singh University 

of Horticulture and Forestry

yeshit@moaf.gov.bt

In Academy my partner in crime is

all my batch mates

@TODKAR: the hunter  

@Prem

Todkar bhai is the chillest person 

I've met... No matter what the 

situation is , he will always smile 

and make you smile back.... :)

@Gaurav Garg

The best thing in life is to

If not ifs i would have

In next ten years I would have been

Things you wish you had

A quote you live by

Listening live classical music

Farmer

 Never thought

Bhallaldev's gada and rath

Har fikr ko dhooyeme udata chala gaya....

Vivek Todkar

DOB

Cadre

Alma Matter

E-Mail

1st August

Gujarat

Willingdon College Sangli

vivekkumarstodkar@gmail.com
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